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Executive Summary 

This deliverable presents the system level part of the WP4. As such it contains the results of 
the studies that were led in order to improve MONET features or performance at system 
level. It also gathers the inputs of documents D4.2 and D4.3 on segment specific studies in 
order to ensure the overall consistency of the work done in the work package. 
 
The studies presented in this document aim to propose new solutions that enhance MONET 
performance. Some of them address specific and critical concerns identified in the 
requirements, such as the QoS, while others try to provide MONET with a reliable and user-
friendly service-level architecture. All have in common that they consider the network in its 
entirety, regardless of the 2 segments that compose MONET. The goal is to propose 
solutions to problems existing at the system level, or at the interface between the two 
segments. Optimisations studies on segment specific aspects were carried out in the other 
tasks of WP4 and are described in the other documents of the work package. 
 
The second role of this document is to bring together the elements of the whole WP and to 
confront in order to test their compliance with MONET. From the system studies point of 
view, the proposed solutions are confronted with potential problems caused by the 
specificities of each segment. From the segment specific studies point of view the possibility 
to deploy the solutions at the system level as well as the compliance with the other segment 
counterpart are assessed. Eventually, the fact that all the studies were led in parallel, 
following different logics is taken into account, and the potential conflicts between some 
studies are put into light.  
 
The end of the document compiles the proposed solutions and tests against several criteria. 
The best solutions are kept for the next part of the project: the implementation. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Objectives 
The objective of the WP4.1 activity is to study the possible system optimizations. The WP3, 
“MONET Architecture”, which defines the overall architecture of the MONET network, 
provides the bedrock and WP4.1 aims to improve with end-to-end optimizations several 
functionalities such as routing algorithms, QoS mechanisms, mobility management in order 
to tailor protocols to the MONET network. These end-to-end optimizations will have impacts 
on both WP4.2 and WP4.3 which are respectively “Satellite Optimization Studies” and 
“MANET Optimization Studies”. Furthermore the WP4.1 is in charge of the consistency of the 
satellite and MANET optimization studies hence the interaction between these work 
packages. 

 
 

1.2 Applicable & Reference documents 
Applicable documents 
[AD01]  Annex1 – Description of work 
 
Reference documents 
[RD01]  D2.1  MONET Concept & Use cases 
[RD02]  D2.2  Workshop proceedings 
[RD03]  D2.3 MONET Requirements 
[RD04]  D2.4  Study scenarios report 
[RD05]  D3.1 MONET architectural design 
[RD06]  D3.2 Evaluation metrics & test plan 
[RD07]  D4.2 Satellite optimisation studies 
[RD08]  D4.3 MANET optimisation studies 
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2 Optimisations strategy 

2.1 Optimisation meaning 
In the WP4 of the MONET project, several studies are led in order to enhance the current 
architecture that was proposed in the WP3. The goal is to increase the performances of the 
system and the integration of the 2 segments (satellite and MANET). In this regard, the word 
“optimisation” as it is applied in this WP can hold 2 two meanings. 
 
The first kind of optimisation is performance optimisation. This sort of optimisation consists 
in protocol and algorithm tweaks that aim to improve the said protocols or algorithm. These 
tweaks can be a new approach to a well-known protocol, or the application of a state-of-the-
art technology or feature to an element of the system. These kinds of optimisations aim to 
answer to the performance requirements stated in the D2.3 deliverable (see Matrix of 
Traceability). 
 
The second type of optimisations is functional optimisations. Their goal is to provide 
additional features to the existing system in order to meet the end-users expectations or to 
propose brand new possibilities that make MONET relevant to many other contexts. They 
also aim to improve the integration of MONET two segments and make the system efficient 
as a whole. These optimisations are meant to answer to the functional requirements stated in 
the D2.3 deliverable (see Matrix of Traceability). 
 
The category each study belongs to is not stated in the documents of the WP4 as they are 
solely indicative. 
 
 

2.2 Optimisations map 
The structure of the WP4 is described in the diagram below. It is composed of three parts: 

• WP4.1 addresses the optimization of resources at the entire system level, taking the 
approach of considering both MANET and Satellite segments together as a single 
system and analysing the end-to-end optimization problem 

• WP4.2 addresses the optimization of system resources through the viewpoint of the 
satellite segment (which includes space, ground and user segments) and the 
implications of end-to-end optimization on the satellite segment. The focus of the 
work will be on the satellite user segment. 

• WP4.3 focuses on the study of the implications of system optimization on the MANET 
segment (for example, availability and cost in the entire network can be mapped 
mainly into an optimization of the MANET segment where these metrics are quite 
important and critical already). 

 
The diagram bellows presents how the studies are dispatched between the documents, 
which partner is responsible for each study and the logical links between some of them. 
Some specific topics are indeed studied on different angles, and some need to be completed 
before others can begin. 
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Figure 1 - Map of WP4 optimisation studies 
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2.3 Requirements traceability 
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2.4 Reference System architecture 
The following figure present the system architecture considered as a baseline for all the 
optimisation studies within this workpackage.  
Inside each Manet network, one or several Monet nodes are elected as satellite gateways. 
One or several satellite systems may be considered. Each satellite gateway node is 
connected to the back office through the satellite system gateway.  
The different Manet segments can be connected to the same satellite system (cf. Satellite 
system 1 on the figure below) or to different satellite systems.  
The satellite systems have a double role: (1) backhauling between the theatre of operations 
and the back office and (2) interconnection of two deployed Manet networks within the 
theatre of operations. One particular case corresponds to the isolated node. In this case, the 
second Manet is composed of one single node.  
This figure illustrates the reference case of a star architecture at satellite level. All 
communications are routed through the satellite gateway.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Reference MONET system architecture 
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3 Routing protocol and network efficiency 

Routing protocols are a key issue in MANET networks. On the other hand, on the satellite 
segment, routing is less of an issue due to the fact that the number of nodes and the choice 
of paths are limited. This section comprises three different analyses. The first part focuses on 
the end-to-end applicability of an advanced ad-hoc fault tolerant routing protocol. The second 
part focuses on load-balancing mechanisms that can enhance the performances when 
several satellite links are available.  
 
 

3.1 End-to-end Fault tolerant routing 

3.1.1 Introduction 

This section aims to show how an intelligent MANET routing is able to enhance the quality of 
communication at system level (i.e., an end-to-end traffic flow including satellite segment). In 
particular, a scenario in which two satellite gateways are available in a single MANET will be 
described and simulated in OPNET Modeler 16.0 [2], and the handover between the two 
gateways will be analyzed, providing a comparison with a well-known MANET routing 
protocol like OLSR. The comparison will be performed in terms of duration of the handover 
procedure and of the packet loss percentage during the handover period. 
 
This chapter is organized as follows. First, we briefly summarize the main features of the 
Fault Tolerant Q-Routing protocol introduced in MONET Deliverable D4.3. Then we explain 
the satellite gateway handover scenario and finally we illustrate the two simulations that have 
been carried out (respectively in Section 3.1.4.1 and Section 3.1.4.2) as well as 
considerations about the scalability issue. Finally short conclusions summarize the work. 
 
 

3.1.2 Fault Tolerant Q-Routing 

The Fault Tolerant Q-Routing is a routing protocol introduced in the context of MONET 
project and aims at providing an advanced control of the Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks. The 
protocol is described with detail in MONET Deliverable D4.3 [RD08] and the main features 
are reported in the following for completeness.  
 
The Q-Routing approach is similar to a distance vector approach, in the sense that is a totally 
distributed technique, in which each node takes into consideration information coming from 
its neighbours to route a packet (i.e., to decide the next-hop). The main differences are 
twofold: 
 

• There exists, inside a single node, a value for each neighbour connected to the node 
(in distance vector approaches only the neighbour belonging to the shortest path is 
memorized); 
 

• Each value represents the probability to reach a destination passing through the 
related neighbour and not the distance in terms of number of hops or delay time. 

 
The storage of more than one possible neighbour increases the fault tolerance in the sense 
that, as soon as a link failure occurs, a single node is able to immediately redirect the traffic 
through one or more than one neighbour (i.e., through the neighbour with highest 
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probability). Obviously this approach can lead to loop formation (as happens in AODV), that 
is solved by a loop detection and path reset technique (refer to D4.3. for further details). 
 
The proposed Q-Routing is designed as a proactive routing protocol, in order to be suitable 
for applications such as Push To Talk applications or real time video streaming, in line with 
MONET requirements in D2.3 [RD03], that need a low connection setup time.  
 
In order to increase the fault tolerance two metrics have been introduced inside the 
algorithm: the first one takes into consideration the mobility degree of each node, in such a 
way that the path composed by the most stable nodes is preferred (see [1] for further 
details), whereas the second one considers link stability prediction [4] on the basis of GPS 
information, in such a way that if a node is supposed to be disconnected in the close time, it 
will not be selected for the next-hop choice (the third metric introduced in D4.3 is a residual 
energy based metric but it is not relevant in the handover scenario of this Section and it is not 
hereafter considered). 
 
 

3.1.3 Satellite gateway handover 

The scenario which considers the handover of a satellite gateway is shown in the figure 
below. A team composed by 10 rescuers works in an emergency location and forms a Mobile 
Ad-hoc Area Network. The team communicates with a Back Office by means of two different 
gateways which are connected to the Back Office through a satellite link.  
 
The simulations reported hereafter aim at showing how intelligent MANET routing enhances 
the quality of communication at system level (i.e., including satellite segment): in particular, 
an efficient handover between satellite gateways reduces or even totally eliminates the loss 
of packets due to the sudden unreachability of one of the two gateways. 
 

 
Figure 3 - Satellite gateway handover 

 
In the simulations, the rescuers are not moving, and, in a determined instant of time, one of 
the two gateways, in particular the lower gateway in Figure 3, becomes unreachable by the 
MANET (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 - Satellite gateway link failure 

 
The traffic directed to the Back Office must therefore be redirected to the other satellite 
gateway in order to guarantee the continuity of the service. 
 
 

3.1.4 OPNET Simulations 

The previous scenario was simulated in OPNET 16.0 [2] environment. The node and process 
models are reported and described in MONET Deliverable D4.3 [RD08]. 
 
The comparison was carried out with the common MANET routing protocol that is the OLSR 
(Optimized Link State Routing protocol [3]). The wireless link model used in all the 
simulations is 802.11a technology at 54Mbps. The transmission range is 115m (in line with 
MONET requirement R_PERF_7 in D2.3). The satellite links are simulated using a simple 
fixed link with a constant high latency of 500ms.  
Five PCM bidirectional constant audio flows at 64kbps each one are executing within the IP 
network and are all directed towards the Back Office external node. At instant 120s the lower 
gateway in Figure 4 becomes unreachable and the flows are totally redirected to the upper 
gateway. 
Two different simulations (repeated 20 times each one to guarantee the reliability of results) 
were performed: 

• The first simulation considers a scenario in which the two gateways are used in a 
quite-fair way before the satellite gateway handover; 

• In the second simulation the traffic is concentrated to the lower gateway and will be 
all redirected to the upper gateway. 

 
 

3.1.4.1 Fairly distributed traffic 

In the case of fairly distributed traffic, it is evident from Figure 5 that the Fault Tolerant Q-
Routing perfectly controls the link failure compared to OLSR protocol without loss of packets. 
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OLSR produces a loss of traffic of about 33% of traffic on average along 15s of the handover 
procedure duration time (reaching a peak of 49% of loss at 126s). 
 

 
Figure 5 - Throughput at Back Office Node: distributed traffic 

 
The lower throughput behaviour of both protocols after the gateway disconnection is due to 
the increased number of collisions as the traffic is totally directed to a single gateway node, 
focusing the traffic in a single portion of the rescue area. 
 
 

3.1.4.2 Concentrated traffic 

In the case of traffic concentrated to the upper gateway, also the Fault Tolerant Q-Routing 
suffers the complete switching of traffic (as shown in Figure 6) but in a limited way and it 
anyway better controls the link failure compared to OLSR protocol with a smaller loss of 
packets. OLSR produces a loss of traffic of about 40% of traffic on average along 12s of 
handover procedure duration time (reaching a peak of about 60% of loss at 123s).  
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Figure 6 - Throughput at Back Office Node: concentrated traffic 

 
Fault Tolerant Q-Routing throughput increase in the transition phase compared to OLSR is 
about 70% and such a phase lasts only 6s compared to the 12s of OLSR (50% of handover 
procedure duration decrease). 
 
 

3.1.4.3 Scalability issue 

The Fault Tolerant Q-Routing, as described in D4.3 for the MANET segment, behaves well 
when the number of nodes and the area size increase (refer to D4.3 for further details). 
Therefore, the use of such a routing protocol can enhance the quality of traffic also at system 
level. 
 
The energy balancing feature of the algorithm is useful at system level because it allows 
increasing the number of paths which are available with time (see D4.3), therefore it 
increases the possibility to reach another gateway if the currently used one becomes 
unavailable. Moreover, if the energy balancing capabilities are used, the residual energy is 
well-distributed through the network as well as in the gateways, in case they are equipped 
with batteries with strict capabilities. Therefore, the energy of the set of satellite gateway can 
be fairly balanced and their duration increased, when the number of satellite gateways 
increase. Please refer to D4.3 [RD08] for scalability details of Fault Tolerant and Energy-
aware Q-Routing. 
 
 

3.1.5 Conclusions 

This chapter showed how an intelligent MANET routing is able of enhancing the quality of 
communication at system level (i.e., including satellite segment): in particular an efficient 
handover between satellite gateways was shown to be capable of reducing or even 
eliminating the loss of packets due to the sudden unreachability of one of the two gateways. 
Proof of concept simulations illustrated the feasibility of the approach based on the Fault 
Tolerant Q-Routing, also by comparing it with the well-known MANET protocol OLSR. 
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3.2 Load balancing  

3.2.1 Presentation  

Load balancing is a mechanism using multiple links in order to balance load repartition and 
resource consumption over the network. In the MONET network, we take advantage of the 
multiple links that connect the MANET network to the back-office. These links are provided 
by the activation of several gateways. Thanks to load balancing mechanisms we are able to 
improve the overall throughput and decrease the congestion in the MANET gateways. 
Indeed a better load balance between different gateways may alleviate congestion in an 
overloaded gateway as well as increase data rate on underused gateways. 
The load balancing procedure may be broken down into 3 phases: 

• Measurement. Measurement phase consists in measuring all parameters that will be 
needed for the subsequent phases of the load balancing procedure and the 
dissemination of this information to the entity that will run the load balancing 
algorithm.  

• Decision. In this phase, the suitable entity will decide to perform the execution phase 
based on the measurements provided thanks to the previous phase. 

• Execution. During the execution of load balancing, the routing of IP packets will be 
modified in order to improve the load balance between the different gateways in our 
network. 

 
 

3.2.1.1 Measurement Phase 

The load balancing algorithm will be based on different metrics (e.g. [5]). Since the accuracy 
of the load balancing algorithm will depend on the accuracy of the different measures, this 
phase is important in the load balancing procedure. 
 
The main metric is the load. In order to calculate the load metric we need to get the 
maximum capacity on the link and the current used throughput. The current throughput may 
be assessed in the gateways however the maximum throughput is difficult to measure and 
needs to be previously configured depending on the system used in the MONET network. 
The algorithms may utilize load value, non-used throughput value, static maximum capacity 
or a combination of these in order to take the decision. Loss value may provide a better 
accuracy associated with load value in order to take into account congestion problems. The 
standard routing in order to find the shortest path uses the number of hops as distance 
metric. The load balancing algorithm needs to use this metric in order to ensure consistency 
for routing issues. 
 
Delay is another metric that may be useful in order to choose the right gateway. The 
standard routing solution will find the shortest path in order to decrease the delay and also 
congestion. However, if the satellite links have significantly different delays then the 
algorithm needs to take into consideration this metric.  This metric can be either measured or 
given.  
 
The last metric used in the algorithms is the cost of the link. It depends on the user policy 
about the price of the communication system and its efficiency in terms of throughput or 
delay. The user may prefer to privilege the quality of service over the costs. 
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Metric Type 

Throughput Maximum throughput static 
  Current throughput dynamic 
  Load  dynamic 
  Loss dynamic 

Distance 
metric number of hops dynamic 
      

Energy  Battery level dynamic 
      

Delay 
Transmission over gateway 
link static  

  Over the MANET dynamic 

Cost   static  
Table 2 - Load balancing metrics 

 
 

3.2.1.2 Decision phase 

The decision phase will decide when the load balancing needs to be executed. This decision 
may be either periodic or event based. If the load balancing is performed periodically then 
the load balancing will be executed and the routing of the packets may change at each 
period.  
The event based decision is only taken when an event occurs. The different types of events 
are: 

• Exceeding of threshold. The different measures exceed the threshold value defined 
statically, for instance if a load measure is above a load threshold we consider the 
gateway as overloaded, consequently the load balancing need to be executed in 
order to alleviate the load for this gateway. This event principally depends on 
throughput measures ([6] [7]). 

• Network topology modification.  Mobility of MANET nodes infers a modification of 
the network topology as well as creation or removal of nodes. This event is linked to 
the distance metric (number of hops in the MANET network) and it will be linked to 
the routing protocols (e.g. OLSR). 

 

Decision  Parameter 
Periodic  

Threshold 

Topology changed Event-Based 

Combination of both 

Combination of 
periodic and event-

based 
 

Table 3 - Load balancing decision 

 
 

3.2.1.3 Execution phase 

The load balancing algorithms may be based on different levels. The choice of the level is a 
trade off between the benefits provided by the granularity and the constraints and complexity 
of the solution. The different levels of load balancing are: 
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• Packet level: Each packet may use a different link or gateway in the MONET 
network,  

• Flow level: Each TCP or UDP flows has its own route. During a period each packet 
of a specific flow will use the same link and gateway. 

• User level: Each flows initiated by one node will go through the same link and the 
same gateways. The load balancing will modify the routing for all flows and packets 
originating from a user.  

 
As a consequence, the more accurate level is the packet granularity. However mechanisms 
based on packet load balancing are not really efficient because the change of path for each 
packet leads to a packet de-sequencing at the receiver entity and may cause throughput 
limitation for TCP traffics. Consequently, this type of load balancing at packet level will not be 
studied in MONET.  
 
 

3.2.2 Load balancing in MONET 

3.2.2.1 Traceability with the Technical MONET requirements 

The load balancing optimisations proposed in this paragraph address the following technical 
requirements identified in WP 2.2 and D2.3 [RD03].  
 
 Technical requirements 

description 
Load balancing related functionality  

R_FUNC 5 Compliance satellite <-> 
manet 

Load Balancing Optimizations ensure 
consistency of the OLSR routing protocol 
and the back-office routing protocol.  

R_PERF 6 10 concurrent users Increase overall performance of the 
network 
Distribute load of different users 

R_PERF 9 Satellite capacity 2Mbps (min 
1Mbps) 

Optimal use of different satellite link 

R_PERF 11 Latency Improve overall performances of the 
network by avoiding congestion 

R_PERF 12 Jitter  Improve overall performances of the 
network by avoiding congestion 

R_PERF 13 Packet loss rate below 2% for 
class 0 and below 4% for class 
1% 

Avoid congestion on the satellite link  

Table 4 - Traceability with MONET requirements 

 
The specificity of the MONET architecture affects the behavior and the efficiency of the load 
balancing mechanism during each phase of the load balancing procedure.  
 
 

3.2.2.2 Scenarios 

The possibility of several types of external connections leads to a differentiation of load 
balancing. The possible scenarios for load balancing are: 

• Scenario A: Load balancing between gateways from different satellite systems. The 
load balancing may be efficient for an overloaded satellite link and congestion on the 
MANET interface of the gateways. 
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• Scenario B: Load balancing between gateways of the same satellite system. In this 
scenario, gateways share the overall system bandwidth and thus the load balancing 
can not alleviate load over the satellite link but it may reduce the load and congestion 
on the MANET interface of the gateway. 

• Scenario C: Load balancing between different telecommunication systems. In this 
scenario, the different systems are heterogeneous. Especially their transmission 
delays are not similar. For instance, the systems may be a GEO satellite and a 
broadband network or a GEO satellite and a LEO satellite. The different transmission 
delays will cause a high de-sequencing and entail many problems for TCP flows. As a 
consequence, this type of load balancing needs to be very rare.  

 

 
Figure 7 - Load balancing scenarios 

 
 

3.2.2.3 Measurements 

The energy metric of the different MANET gateways will be monitored and only an exceeding 
of the threshold values leads to the modification of the load balancing mechanisms. The 
gateways below this threshold need to reduce their traffic and perhaps deactivate the 
satellite interface. As a consequence, we make the assumption that the energy is taken into 
account in the activation and deactivation mechanism. In addition, we focus the study on the 
load and distance metrics.  
 
The MONET project network entails two congestion problems for the MANET gateways. The 
first one is caused by the limitations of the bandwidth over the satellite link and the second is 
due to congestion over the MANET interface of the gateways. Therefore, there are two load 
parameters that need to be monitored by the load balancing procedure. Papers [29] and [32] 
introduce only the load measurement for the MANET interface as the satellite gateway is 
replaced by a broadband link. 
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Figure 8 - Load measurement 

 
 

3.2.2.4 Decision 

Firstly, the main links which connect the gateways to external networks are satellite links. 
Satellite communication protocols may share or may have separated bandwidth between the 
uplink and the downlink. In addition, the data rate allocated for the uplink and the downlink 
are unbalanced because the user needs are often less stringent in uplink than in downlink. 
Therefore we distinguish the load balancing on the uplink and the downlink. 
 
The Back Office (BO) will be the center of the load balancing procedure. All downlink traffic 
from the external networks to MANET will go through the back-office. As a centralized entity, 
the back office may handle the load balancing on the downlink. An entity called load balancer 
will be in charge of performing the load balancing algorithm. Since this entity will concentrate 
all traffic to and from the MANET, load measurements over the different satellite link may be 
performed by this entity. Consequently this method reduces the diffusion of information 
measured by the MANET gateways. Hence, the MANET gateways do not have to transmit 
any measurement information to the load balancer or only a smaller amount. 
 
However for the uplink, the decision cannot be taken by the central entity. The back-office 
cannot take the decision for the uplink. Because of the satellite transmission delay, the 
decision may be outdated. As a consequence the MANET gateways will take the decision. 
Since traffic does not converge to one node in the MANET, the MANET gateways may need 
to exchange information and measurement reports in order to run the load balancing 
algorithm. 
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Figure 9 - Load balancing decision 

 
 

3.2.2.5 Execution 

As explained in the presentation of the execution phase, two granularities for the load 
balancing algorithm are possible: the user method and the flow method. However the flow 
load balancing appears to be inappropriate for MANET networks. Firstly the basic routing 
protocol takes the routing decision based on the number of hops between the destination 
and the source. The number of hops is the distance metric used to find the shortest path. 
The load balancing algorithm needs to take into consideration not only the reachability of a 
user (IP address) but also the number of hops. It is necessary because different MANET 
nodes may be overloaded (green nodes) whereas a shortest path avoids congestion. As the 
shortest path will consume less bandwidth on the MANET interface, it may avoid congestion 
problem. 
 

 
Figure 10 - Congestion issue 
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Besides in the MONET network, a proactive routing protocol, OLSR, will be implemented. 
This type of routing protocol is based on the fact that every node in the path of a packet will 
choose the same gateway destination if there is no topology changes. If every node runs its 
algorithm, a node located on the path of a packet may choose a different gateway than the 
one the source node has previously elected. Therefore, the routing consistency may be 
ensured with either an IP tunnel to the gateway elected by the source node or using the 
source routing as detailed in [9]. Both solutions will lead to an important overhead that will 
penalize the throughput. The following figure shows an infinite loop for the routing protocol 
when two nodes choose two different gateways.  
 

 
Figure 11 - Routing consistency 

 
In order to avoid this problem and to not add routing overhead, the routing protocol must 
ensure that every node on the path of a packet will choose the same gateway. As a 
consequence, we focus on the user load balancing in this study. In order to narrow the 
number of nodes that will perform the load balancing algorithm, the execution algorithm will 
be run by the MANET gateways. The routing protocol will be modified by the addition of a 
correction value. For each node the basic routing algorithm based on Dijkstra algorithm will 
add the correction value (corr) to each path leading to the corresponding gateway. Thanks to 
this we may increase or decrease the number of users served by the different gateways. 
Paper [10] describes a load balancing solution with a fixed correction value. This mechanism 
is illustrated on the figure below. Grey nodes transmit their traffic through GW1 and green 
nodes transmit their traffic through GW2.  
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Figure 12 - Correction Value 

 
 

3.2.3 Optimised load balancing 

3.2.3.1 Scenario description 

Firstly, scenario A will be studied as the load balancing will be more efficient than with the 
other scenarios. The scenario B will be a simplification of the algorithm performed in the 
scenario A as only the load over the MANET interface needs to be taken into account. In the 
scenario C, the load balancing needs to be very restricted because of the de-sequencing 
problem for TCP traffic. This scenario will be managed by the gateway election mechanism.  
 
In scenario A, load balancing is performed between similar satellite systems. As explain 
previously the load balancing procedure will be based on only throughput measures and user 
granularity. We proposed two types of load balancing: 

- Static. The static algorithms will not take into account the current load on the 

satellite link or on the MANET interface but only size the number of nodes served 

by a gateway regarding the maximum throughput over its satellite link. 

- Dynamic. The dynamic load balancing will dynamically balance the traffic 

regarding load measurements over the satellite link and the MANET interface. 

 
Static load balancing 
The idea of the static load balancing is to equalize the percentage of nodes served by one 
gateway and the percentage of throughput provided by this gateway. This solution is based 
on the assumption that every node generates a similar traffic.  
 
In this case, we are not subject to the difficulty to measure the load and to disseminate these 
measures to different entities. However this solution efficiency essentially depends on the 
repartition of traffics between nodes.  Another drawback of this solution is caused by the fact 
that this solution may not resolve congestion problem over the MANET interface.  
 
The decision will be taken thanks to the maximum throughput provided by the different 
gateways and the modification of the MANET topology. The maximum throughput of links is 
not dynamic therefore the algorithms will be only performed because of network topology 
changes as the activation of a gateway or routes creation for a new node. This solution is 
static regarding the load measures. 
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The change of topology event is discovered and disseminated thanks to the routing protocol 
(OLSR).  The load balancing procedure only changes the algorithms that calculate the 
routing path thanks to number of hops. In the downlink the load balancer entity gets the 
routing table calculated thanks to the OLSR algorithms and the load balancer will calculate 
all the correction number in order to have the same repartition of nodes and throughput over 
the gateway. In the uplink the problem is more complex because there is not just one entity 
which decides of the load balancing, but each MANET gateways. Besides, the decision of 
the gateway will be handled by all the nodes on the MANET path and particularly by the 
sending nodes. As a consequence, we have to broadcast the correction for the OLSR 
algorithms for each gateway.   
 
Each gateway will calculate the correction value for all gateways and will broadcast only its 
correction value thanks to TC messages. OLSR uses TC messages in order to inform the 
network of topology change and the MPR methods are used in order to narrow overhead due 
to control messages.  
 
In order to minimize the algorithm complexity, the correction values are limited. The 
difference between the corrections of two gateways needs to be inferior to the number of 
hops between these gateways. This restriction avoids that a gateway uses another gateway 
and its satellite link will be no longer used. For instance in the following figure the correction 
is oversized and the gateway GW1 has to use the gateway GW2.  
 

 
Figure 13: Correction limitation – Oversized correction 

 
Static load balancing algorithm 

For each combination of correction value that fulfills the 
correction value limitation  

- Calculate the percentage of nodes served by 

each gateway  

- Keep the combination of correction values 

that minimizes the error value between the 

percentage of throughput for a link and the 

percentage of nodes served by the gateway.  

 

 
Dynamic load balancing 
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The dynamic load balancing may be performed with two methods: 

- Methods using each user load. The load balancing entity may get the load 

consumption per user for each user and thanks to this information it can calculate 

the correction value for each gateway in order to alleviate the load for the 

overloaded gateway.  

- Methods using only threshold events. In this method the load balancing entity 

get the information of an overloaded gateway event. The load balancing will 

increment the correction value for the overloaded gateways in order to decrease 

the number of user served by these gateways and wait the next event in order to 

figure out the efficiency of the correction. 

The user load methods need to acquire the load consumption for each user.  However, as 
the load balancing entities for the uplink are the MANET gateways, this information are not 
available for each user but only for users served by this gateway. As a consequence, the first 
method cannot be performed for the uplink. Besides, we preclude the load information 
exchange in order to avoid the addition of overhead.  
 
The problem raised by the downlink is the lack of information about the load on the different 
MANET interface of each gateway. In order to provide this information to the load balancing 
entity located within the back-office, this information will be transmitted thanks to the routing 
information exchange between the back-office and the MANET gateways even if this 
information will be outdated.  
 
The correction and the exceeding of the threshold values will be broadcasted thanks to the 
TC messages used in OLSR.  
 
Algorithm with user load  
This algorithm uses threshold event in order to decide to trigger the load balancing 
execution. Since the load balancer is aware of the throughput consumption per user, it may 
modify and find the right correction value for each satellite link.  
 

Dynamic load balancing algorithm with user load 
Calculate the correction limitations 
If loadsatellite or loadManetGW > threshold 

- Find the right combination of corrections in order to 

minimize the load difference 

Or  

- Find the right combination of corrections in order to 

come back to a state where threshold is not 

exceeded.  

- Carry out the new routing with the new correction 

values. 

 
 
Algorithm with only threshold events  
This algorithm does not use the user load parameter. The load balancing entities will only 
modify the routing more slowly in order to figure out the effect of this modification.  
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Dynamic load balancing algorithm with  

threshold events 

Calculate the correction limitations  
If at least one gateway is overloaded  

- Increment the correction value of 

overloaded gateways 

- Broadcast the correction value for 

this gateway in the TC message. 

Endif  
 

Broadcast of threshold state 

 
If loadsatellite or loadManetGW > threshold 

- Inform the other gateways of the 

overload of this gateway thanks to 

TC message 

Endif 
 

 
 

3.2.3.2 Simulation scenario and parameters 

Three types of algorithms may be simulated and implemented in NS3 simulator. For the 
static load balancing, the algorithm may be run by the load balancer located in the back-
office and by the MANET gateways. For the dynamic load balancing, two simulations may be 
performed. For the first one, the load balancer and MANET gateways will run the algorithm 
using only threshold events and for the second simulation the load balancer will run the 
algorithm using user load whereas MANET gateways will still run the algorithm using only 
threshold events. 
 

Simulation Type 
Uplink 

Algorithm 
Downlink Algorithm 

Simulation 1 static static static 

Simulation 2 dynamic only threshold only threshold 

Simulation 3 dynamic only threshold user load 

Table 5: Simulation descriptions 

 
The most promising load balancing 
algorithm is based only on threshold 
events and must be dynamic. Indeed, 
the static algorithm does not take into 
account the current load parameter, 
since applications are not well 
distributed among the different nodes, 
the load balance will be less effective. 
The dynamic load balancing based on 
load parameter per user is the most 
effective in term of load balance over 
different backhaul links however this 
method is difficult to implement 
because of algorithm and measure 
complexity. As a consequence, the 
simulation 2 is the right trade-off 
between algorithm complexity and load 
balancing efficiency and the following 
results show the efficiency of the 
algorithms of the simulation 2. 
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Figure 14: Simulation parameters 
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In order to perform simulation, Network Simulator 3 (NS3) is utilized. It is a discrete-event 
simulator under free license. It provides application, Wifi, routing models in order to simulate 
or emulate different applications over a specific network [11]. 
 
The MONET simulated network consists in a MANET network and one fixed back-office 
node. The MANET network is simulated thanks to Wifi technology in Ad-Hoc mode [12]. A 
point-to-point device with a data rate of 1 Mbps and a delay of 300ms is established in order 
to simulate the satellite link.  The node is initially positioned following a grid pattern of 100m 
step. Afterward the mobility model may be either Constant or Random-Walk with boundaries. 
This diagram presents the different parameters used during the simulation. 
 
 

3.2.3.3 Algorithms implementation 

The load balancing algorithm has an impact on the OLSR routing protocol. Three different 
modifications are made depending on the type of node:  

• Basic MANET node,  

• Gateway MANET node, 

• Back-Office node.  

The dynamic algorithm based on threshold events is implemented on uplink and on downlink. 
The back-office needs to receive the routing table of the different MANET gateways in order 
to runs the load balancing algorithm therefore we have implemented an extension of OLSR 
routing protocol. The gateway MANET nodes periodically send their routing table to the back 
office and the level of load over the MANET interface (Figure 20). 
 
UPLINK algorithm implementation 
Gateway MANET nodes 
A gateway MANET node measures the load of the satellite link and increases the correction 
value if this link is overloaded or decreases it if the satellite link is under loaded. The new 
correction value is broadcasted to all nodes thanks to a specific message.  
 

 
Figure 15: Uplink algorithm on Gateway MANET node 
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Figure 16: Uplink algorithm scheme on Gateway MANET node 

 
Basic MANET nodes 
A Basic MANET node receives the new correction value thanks to specific OLSR message 
and recalculates the routing table taking into account the correction value in the routing 
choice. 
 

 
Figure 17: Uplink algorithm in Basic MANET node 
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Figure 18: Uplink algorithm scheme in Basic MANET node 

 
DOWNLINK  
Gateway MANET node 
A Gateway MANET node sends periodically its routing table to the back office.  
 
Back-Office 
The BO measures the load of the different links. If a satellite links is overloaded, the 
corresponding correction value is incremented (respectively if a satellite link is under loaded 
the corresponding correction value is decremented). The back office recalculates the routing 
table taking into account the new correction value for each satellite gateways.  
 

 
Figure 19: Downlink algorithm in Back-office 
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Figure 20: Downlink algorithm scheme in Back-office 

 
 

3.2.3.4 Simulation results 

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the load balancing algorithms, simulations’ results are 
compared with and without the load balancing algorithm, varying the different parameters 
such as number of MANET nodes, mobility model, and types of applications.  
 
This figure below shows the benefit caused by the load balancing algorithms when there is 
only voice between the back-office and MANET nodes. As there is no overload on the 
satellite link if the constant mobility model is used there is no difference between the two 
simulations. The load balancing algorithm will not decrease performance or performs routing 
changes if it is not necessary.  
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Figure 21: Data rate of different types of applications with 16 nodes 

 
When only few nodes are present, the load balancing does not impact deeply the overall 
performances because its granularity cannot achieve an efficient load balancing except when 
there is a high difference between the different gateways.  
 
However when there is a large amount of nodes, the load balancing improves the overall 
capacity and performances. Yet when all the satellite links are overloaded the load balancing 
has no or few consequences on the performance for UDP traffics whereas the impact may 
be negative for TCP traffics because the measure of load is not really significant because of 
the TCP behavior consequently of a congestion. Furthermore, the change of gateway caused 
by load balancing may infer a desequencing of TCP packets and reduce TCP performances. 
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Figure 22: Data rate of different type of application with 49 nodes 

 
The load balancing optimization improves the overall performances of MONET network. The 
efficiency of this optimization strongly depends on the scenario. Network performances 
significantly increase when the use of satellites links are not well distributed or the maximum 
throughput of the different satellite link are completely different then the distance metric is not 
sufficient. In other hand, the impact when all the nodes are overloaded or no node is 
overloaded is null or very small, yet the impact is not negative, the load balancing algorithm 
does not decrease performance.  
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4 Optimised QoS mechanisms for MONET 

4.1 Context & purpose of the QoS MONET System optimisation 

4.1.1 General objectives 

Quality of Service is essential to ensure end-users satisfaction in a broadband IP network 
where all types of traffic, with different characteristics coexist. The emergence of new 
applications has made this QoS functionality a necessity. Some traffic is large data rate 
demanding, others are time-sensitive and others are loss-sensitive.  
 
Therefore, the purpose of the QoS mechanisms is to ensure that network resources are 
appropriately used to provide to each type of traffic the relevant level of service. Conflicts 
between the different demands should also be taken into account, considering the “level of 
importance” of each flow. The following steps are proposed:  

• Recall of QoS purpose – recall of the different type of traffic to be considered in 

Public Safety domain, their relative level of importance and characteristics in terms of 

network,  

• States of the art of existing QoS mechanisms in standard networks – both fixed and 

mobile wireless networks are considered. Two types of QoS mechanisms can be 

encountered: the ones which provide relative QoS and the ones which ensure 

guarantee QoS. When talking about guarantee QoS, we can found two key items: 

guarantee of delay and guarantee of throughput,  

• Adequacy of identified mechanisms and most promising mechanisms or adaptation 

for MONET.  

 
Recall of QoS purpose and focus on QoS requirements in MONET 
IP is per nature Best Effort, it has been designed when the only applications available where 
data exchanges. The emergence of new applications like voice or video implies to consider 
the different characteristics of each type of traffic and to ensure to each of them the 
appropriate response of the network. The following table presents the different degree of 
sensitivity of the most relevant type of traffic. In general, the four parameters used to 
characterise QoS are: throughput, delay, jitter (delay variation) and loss rate.  
 
Type of traffic Data rate 

demanding 
Delay sensitive 
(**) 

Jitter sensitive Loss sensitive 

Voice Small  High  High  No 
Visio 
conference 

Small  High  High  No 

Video streaming Medium to 
Large 

Medium  High (or imply 
buffer) 

Medium  

Small Messages Small  Medium  No Yes (*) 
Images transfer  Medium to 

Large 
No  No Yes (*) 

Data transfer  Medium to 
Large 

No  No Yes (*) 

Operational 
data  

Medium to 
Large 

Medium  No Yes (*) 
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(*) Usually, packet losses for data transfer are handled at transport layer, using TCP 
protocol.  
(**) Delay takes into account the queuing delay in the source and in the intermediate nodes, 
the processing time in all the intermediate nodes and the propagation delay from the source 
to the destination.  
Table 6: QoS requirements for different types of traffic 

 
Besides the impact of the nature of the flow, another parameter needs to be taken into 
account when speaking about Public Safety Forces: it is the operational / mission importance 
of a given flow. Some data may be critical for the mission and a certain degree of importance 
may be necessary to make the distinction between non-critical flow and critical one. For 
example, if we consider data transfer, we can encounter data for well-fare traffic and data for 
command & control. The latest one must be considered with a higher priority by the network.  
Based on the assessment of end-users requirements, it appears that voice is the most 
sensitive and important type of traffic for the First Responders.  
 
Challenges in MONET networks 
Both satellite and ad-hoc segments present some challenges in terms of Quality of Service. 
Therefore, MONET inherits from both set of challenges plus an additional one, which 
consists in the overall coherency of the QoS policy and the QoS mechanisms set up in the 
two segments.  
 
Challenges of the satellite segment 
The principal QoS challenge of satellite link is related to delay, especially when considering 
GEO satellites. An inherent propagation delay must be considered due to the large distance 
of the satellite from the Earth (typically 250 ms for one way).  
 
Challenges of the ad-hoc segment 
In ad-hoc networks there is no boundary between the service provider or the network and the 
end-users, both are inter-related. Furthermore, the lack of central coordination, the 
unpredictable mobility of the nodes and the limited available resources (radiofrequency) 
make QoS a very challenging functionality. It is first difficult to ensure the appropriate level of 
QoS to each flow at a given time, and secondly even if the appropriate QoS is provided, 
topology changes may impact and require QoS adaptations.  
 
Two approaches can be considered to reach MONET QoS requirements:  

• One or several mechanisms implemented on all the chain of the MONET network, on 

both the satellite and the ad-hoc segments – in this case, the mechanism(s) should 

be adapted for both segments characteristics,  

• One or several mechanisms applying only on one of the two segments – in this case 

satellite mechanisms and ad-hoc mechanisms must be coherent and the interface 

between the two sets of mechanisms must be defined carefully. The advantage is 

that each mechanisms will be designed taking into account “only” the specificities of 

one single segment.  

 
In the following section, we discuss the possible QoS solutions to be implemented in 
MONET, based on the state of the art analysis of existing and promising solutions for 
MANET networks. In fact the specificities of ad-hoc networks, in particular the topology 
changes and decentralised architecture are even more challenging than QoS issues on 
satellite segment. The adequacy of each solution with the overall MONET network is 
discussed in a second step.  
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4.1.2 Traceability with the Technical MONET requirements 

The purpose of the QoS architecture and QoS optimisations proposed in the present 
paragraph are to fulfil the following technical requirements identified in WP 2.2 and D 2.3.  
 
 Technical requirements 

description 
QoS related functionality  

R_FUNC 1 All types of IP traffic Differentiated class of service, depending 
on the type of IP traffic.  

R_FUNC 4 Prioritization Differentiated class of service, depending 
on the type of IP traffic. 
Resource reservation mechanisms 
Pre-emption mechanisms 

R_FUNC 5 Compliance between satellite and 
MANET QoS mechanisms 

End-to-end mechanisms 
QoS mechanisms interface 
End-to-end QoS policy definition 

R_PERF 
11 

Latency of mission critical flow 
(class 0) less than 600ms 
Less than 1s for class 1 flows 

Differentiated class of service, depending 
on the type of IP traffic. 
Access control 

R_PERF 
12 

Jitter of mission critical flows less 
than 50ms 

Differentiated class of service, depending 
on the type of IP traffic. 
Access control 

R_PERF 
13 

Packet loss rate below 2% for 
class 0 and below 4% for class 
1% 

Differentiated class of service, depending 
on the type of IP traffic 
Importance towards packet rejects.  

 
The commitments, in terms of QoS, in MONET are the following ones:  

• To ensure the transmission of at least one group PTT voice call, with the 

adequate voice quality in each MANET deployed on the theatre of operations,  

• To ensure the transmission of at least one voice call between two MANETS.  

• To ensure the transmission of at least one short data message (typically SMS) 

by each node.  

These flows will be referred as HP (High Priority) flows.  
 
 

4.2 QoS key issues to be addressed in MONET networks 

There is a large set of trade-off that needs to be addressed when talking about QoS in 
mobile wireless network. Each of the possible options to implement the most promising QoS 
mechanisms presents some advantages and drawbacks. The level of QoS performances 
that can be achieved often depends on the complexity of the mechanisms and the impact on 
the other functionalities – for example security – must also be taken into account.  
 
 

4.2.1 QoS architecture’s components 
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The following figure presents the key components necessary to ensure the QoS in a MONET 
network. Alternative solutions are also presented and discussed in this section.  
 

 
Figure 23: QoS architecture components 

 
 

4.2.2 Two reference models: DiffServ and IntServ 

As said previously, IP was design as a best effort protocol; no QoS mechanism was initially 
design and integrated. Therefore, when it appears necessary to enhance QoS performances 
in IP networks, additional mechanisms were proposed, compatible with IP principles.  
Traditionally, two types of QoS mechanisms have been proposed:  

• Relative or differentiated QoS mechanisms,  

• Guarantee QoS mechanisms.  

The second one’s purpose is to ensure a fully guarantee of service for each flow. This is 
realised by reserving all along the path of each flow the appropriate resources in terms of 
data rate throughput and in terms of processing resources inside each intermediate node. 
This model is known as IntServ.  
 
The first type of mechanism does not provide guarantee of service but an intermediate level 
of insurance between the basic “Best Effort” level and the complete guarantee of service. 
The principle is to serve in priority the most important (or prioritary) flows, compared to the 
others. In this purpose the traffic flows are classified. Each class of traffic regroups flows with 
the same (or comparable) characteristics. This model is known as DiffServ.  
 
Both models present advantages and drawbacks. On one hand, IntServ provides the best 
level of QoS for all the flows, but it is not transparent at all from a network perspective. A 
reservation protocol (for example RSVP) is required to perform the resource reservation and 
additional traffic results from the transmission of these reservation packets. Therefore the 
impact on the network load may be significant. Therefore, it is hardly scalable in large 
networks. Finally, resource reservation process is not compatible with ciphering (as when a 
reservation packet is ciphered, the intermediate nodes can not have access to its content 
anymore).  
 
On the other hand, DiffServ is well suited for large network and does not imply any additional 
traffic. The classification of the traffic flows is realised by the ingress nodes and directly 
written into the DSCP field of the IP header packet. Each intermediate node takes into 
account this information and applies the appropriate behaviour, based on a QoS policy 
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defined and implemented on all the nodes of the DiffServ domain. But DiffServ does not offer 
a real guarantee of service, in particular when the network is overloaded.  
 
Another key issue is linked to the fact that the DSCP field is usually fulfilled by the ingress 
node. In case the users fulfil directly the field, the ingress node will check if the packet has 
been appropriately classified, depending on the policy rules and on the SLA negotiated 
between the service provider and the user. In a MANET, there is no clear boundary between 
the network and the users, and furthermore, it is difficult to check whereas each packet has 
been classified correctly considering a distributive supervision.  
 
Resource reservation versus differentiated services - Adequacy of the two models to MONET  
Previous studies in the Public Safety and Military domain (NCW, SPEED…) have made the 
following status: resource reservation for all the traffic flows is not possible in wireless 
networks when the available resources, in terms of data rate are limited. Furthermore, 
differentiated service is sufficient and largely efficient in most cases. Nevertheless, guarantee 
of service is essential for certain flows, in a limited number. Therefore, the most promising 
solution seems to be a dual solution, based on resource reservation mechanism for some 
critical traffic and on a standard DiffServ mechanism for the rest of the traffic.  
 
This type of solution has been addressed by the research and university domain and one 
model has been proposed, called FQMM (Flexible QoS Model for Mobile Ad-hoc 
networks). The idea of FQMM is to take benefit from the per flow granularity of IntServ and 
the class of services aggregation of DiffServ. This allows providing a good QoS level for high 
priority flows, on a per flow bases and overcomes the scalability issue of IntServ by 
aggregating the lowest priority flows. Nevertheless, this scalability issue will be effectively 
overcome only if the number of flows which belong to this category is limited.  
 
One key issue is the QoS policy, which must be defined carefully. This policy specify in 
particular: the type of flows allowed performing resource reservation, the classification of the 
different flows per class of service and the behaviour of the nodes for each class. Another 
key issue is the way to control that this QoS policy is applied correctly.  
 
 

4.2.3 In-band versus out-of-band signalling 

The nodes must be advertised of the required level of QoS of a given flow in order to provide 
the appropriate behaviour to each packet transmission. This signalisation can be realised in-
band or out-of-band. In-band signalling refers to the fact that all the QoS related messages 
are piggybacked into IP packet header (it is for example the case for DiffServ). This solution 
presents two advantages, the first one is that the QoS information always follows the data 
packet route, even in case of topology changes and the second one is that no overload traffic 
is generated. Out-of-band signalling involves dedicated and explicit packets (it is the case 
with RSVP resource reservation for example). This solution can ensure improved QoS 
functionalities like resource reservation, but on the other hand is bandwidth consuming.  
 
 

4.2.4 Resource reservation – Soft state versus hard state  

Hard state resource reservation refers to the fact that once the resource reservation is 
established for a given flow, the reservation remains active during all the flow transmission. 
This implies to release the reservation once the transmission is over. Soft state resource 
reservation refers to limited time reservation. When the reservation is established, a timer is 
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set up and the reservation will expire at the end of the timer. In order to keep the reservation 
alive during all the flow transmission, the reservation must be updated.  
 
In mobile wireless networks, soft state reservation seems more adequate. Due to 
topology changes, some resource reservations may become obsolete during the 
transmission flow, and hard state would require specific release messages to be transmitted. 
Depending on the topology changes, this release messages may not be transmitted and the 
resources not release, even if not used anymore.  
 
 

4.2.5 Interactions of QoS mechanisms and routing protocols 

QoS mechanisms can be applied independently from the routing protocols or the two 
functionalities may be integrated together (see QoS routing protocols in the next section). An 
intermediate solution is when the two functionalities interact and exchanges information to 
proceed. 
 
 

4.3 State of the art and trade-off analysis 

4.3.1 QoS routing protocols 

In case of QoS oriented routing protocol, the choice of the routing table path between a 
source and a destination is realised not only depending on the number of hops, but also 
taking into account the QoS parameters of the links – to fit with the QoS requirements of the 
flow.  
 
A resource management module is necessary to assess the availability and the 
characteristics of each link of the network. This information is transmitted to the QoS routing 
protocol to determine the most suitable path. Three types of parameters can be taken into 
account:  

• Additive parameters, in this case, the overall characteristic of a given path is the sum 

of the parameter of all elementary links (delay is the most typical example),  

• Restrictive or concave parameters, in this case, the minimum value of all the links 

give the value of the path (bandwidth is an example of such parameters),  

• Multiplicative parameters, in this case, the global value is given by the multiplication 

of each link’s value (for example the probability to loose a link).  

This type of protocol necessitates the transmission of link states and resources availability in 
the network and therefore implies a certain traffic load.  
A trade-off must be realised to determine the most adequate frequency of update of link 
states in order to limit traffic overload but in the same time to provide accurate information to 
perform routing table.  
 
 

4.3.1.1 Example – QoS-Enabled AODV 

Packet formats and routing table have been modified to take into account the service level 
expected by each flow.  
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• Maximum delay extension field – an additional field in Route Request and Route 

Reply messages. This field is interpreted differently depending on the message type. 

In a Route Request message, this field indicates the maximum delay required by the 

application between the intermediate node N and the destination. In a Route Reply 

message, this field indicates the estimated delay between the intermediate node N 

and the destination. This allows to discard the paths which are not compliant with the 

maximum delay (while transmitting the Route Request) and to provide to the source 

the estimated delay of each path (if any).  

• Minimum bandwidth extension field – This field works pretty much as the maximum 

delay extension field, except that it is not a cumulative parameter but a restrictive 

one. When forwarding the Route Reply message, each node compare the actual 

value with its one bandwidth capacity and update it in consequences (taking the 

minimum value of the two),  

• List of source requesting QoS guarantees field – When a major change occur at an 

intermediate node level, this node sends a QoSLost message to all the sources at 

which a previous Route Reply message has been sent and which therefore are 

susceptible to use this path and be affected by the changes.  

The main advantage of this protocol is its simplicity. The main drawbacks are (1) that no 
reservation is made along the path; therefore guarantee QoS can not be provided and (2) 
that the delay calculated by each node only takes into account the processing time, and not 
the queuing delay – which has a greater impact on the overall delay.  
 
 

4.3.1.2 Example – QOLSR  

QOLSR is an enhancement of the OLSR routing protocol that supports multiple-metric 
routing criteria. OLSR tries to find a route between the source and the destination that 
minimize the number of hopes. QOLSR performs this selection with multiple selection 
criteria, as delay, bandwidth, loss rate, security or jitter. The set of criteria must be defined, 
otherwise QOLSR, by default will consider bandwidth and delay. For each possible path 
between the source and the destination, the remaining bandwidth is the minimum value of all 
the links’ bandwidth of the path, and the delay is the sum of the links’ delay.  
 
Compared to OLSR, there are additional fields in HELLO and TC messages to carry QoS 
links’ information, but there is no additional control message. Each node is responsible for 
providing in HELLO messages the characteristics of its direct links. A set of nodes, called 
QMPRs are selected by each nodes – they correspond to the best route for 2-hops nodes 
considering the QoS metrics; and routes only comprise QMPRs. TC messages are 
generated by QMPRs and flooded by MPRs (MPRs are selected as in standard OLSR).  
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1-hop node

2-hops node

QMPR of node A

Best QoS paths for 2-hops nodes

HELLO messages between A and its neighbors

TC messages between the QMPRs and their own MPRs

A

 
Figure 24 – QOLSR example. 

 
Key issues linked to QOLSR  
Cross-layer parameters for QOLSR 
QOLSR provides a more optimal routing path, trying to find a path where maximum 
bandwidth and minimum delay is available. To perform this selection, the network layer 
needs to have access to MAC layer or physical layer information, through cross-layer 
mechanisms. The way to obtain this information is not cover in this section, but in WP4.3. 
Nevertheless, this issue is essential to ensure an efficiency QoS-oriented routing protocol. In 
the case of QOLSR, the two required parameters are the available bandwidth and the delay.  

• Delay can be divided into transmission delay, processing and queuing. It is an 

additive value. Transmission delay between two nodes is negligible. Processing can 

be estimated, and each node should be able to estimate the queuing delay based on 

the rate of each queue at network level, or the rate of the MAC layer transmission 

queue. Depending on the waveform, guard time may be taken into account.  

• Bandwidth is a concave parameter and corresponds to the transmission capacity of a 

node. The way to allocate resources to the different nodes of the network is 

performed by the MAC layer, and therefore is linked to the waveform choice.  

 
Hidden terminal and exposed terminal problems 
Considering a single radio channel, it is hardly possible to determine the effective available 
bandwidth between two nodes due to hidden and exposed terminals issues. This is 
represented on the figure below.  
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Figure 25: Hidden terminal and exposed terminal issue 

 
Therefore, it is difficult to provide to the network layer the available bandwidth when 
considering a single radio channel, without considering the neighbours nodes and the fact 
that the node is transmitting or receiving. Wi-Fi technology is based on CSMA-CA waveform 
with a single radio channel and therefore is not the most suitable solution to ensure QoS in 
ad-hoc networks.  
 
Oscillations phenomenon  
Another key issue that needs to be addressed is oscillations. In fact when QOLSR is based 
on the remaining capacity, it may appear that a given flow F, with a capacity C can be 
forwarded on two possible paths P1 and P2, with C1 < C2. F is forwarded on P1. If C+C1 > 
C2, then the routing table will be modified and F will be forwarded on P2, and therefore C+ 
C2 > C1, and F will be transmitted on P1 and so on. This leads to oscillations in the network, 
due to the fact that the source node, cannot detect the amount of traffic it is responsible for 
and take it into account when selecting the paths.  
 
This has been discussed and two solutions have been proposed by LRI and INRIA [RD 01]. 
The first solution is called oscillation avoidance at the source. In this case, the source 
node needs to maintain more information either in the routing table or in a parallel topology 
graph. In fact the node must maintain the QoS status information of all the links of the path 
and not only between itself and the QMPRs. It can then take into account its own data rate 
when calculating the routes, in case of topology change.  
 
The second solution is called distributed oscillation avoidance. The principle is that, after 
detected a change, a node check for the traffic generated locally or forwarded, if the next 
hops between itself and destination are satisfying the total bandwidth, otherwise, it 
recalculates a new path.  
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If c1<c2, QOLSR path is p1

p1(c1+c,d1)

S D

p2(c2,d2)

Flow f(c)

If c1+c>c2, then, QOLSR path is p2

p1(c1,d1)

S D

p2(c2+c,d2)

Flow f(c)

And then, preferred path is p1 as c2+c > c1  
Figure 26: Oscillation phenomenon with OLSR 

 
Flow collisions 
In case two flows are initiated at the same time, and transmitted through the same path, it 
may occur that the capacity of the two flows exceed the available path capacity. This is 
called flow collision. This problem has also been discussed in [RD 01] and a solution has 
been proposed. The principle of this solution is to detect flow collisions thanks to loss rate 
ratio. In order to avoid removing simultaneously the two flows responsible for the collision, 
random timers are set up for both flows and when expiring, if the flow is still colliding, a new 
route is calculated, without taking into account the next hop of the actual route. This solution 
necessitates having access to the loss rate of each flow, on each arc of a given path.  
 
 

4.3.1.3 Routing protocol for MONET 

Routing protocol strategy is analysed in parallel in work package 4.2 and detailed in the 
document D4.2. Different routing strategies are envisaged in order to deal with the complete 
set of requirements of MONET. In particular, geo-based routing and energy aware routing 
are two promising routing mechanisms that are assessed. Taking into account QoS, we can 
envisage two cases. The first one is a QoS oriented protocol, where the choice of the best 
route depends on the QoS parameters and link quality (like QOLSR). The second one is a 
routing protocol independent from the QoS mechanisms implemented.  
 
QOLSR may be overlapping with the work optimisation performed in parallel in wp4.2, 
therefore, we choose to consider in this section QoS architecture and mechanisms 
independently from the routing strategy. The mechanisms proposed should be compatible 
with both standard routing protocols, QoS oriented protocols and other routing strategies (like 
geo-based or energy aware). Possible improvement of combined localisation / energy and 
QoS oriented protocols are detailed in the document D4.2. The basis to be considered in the 
following section is OLSR protocol.  
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4.3.2 QoS resource reservation mechanisms 

This section presents the most promising QoS resource reservation mechanisms that have 
been developed or adapted for MANET and/or mobile networks. The characteristics and 
adequacy of each mechanism with MONET are synthesized in a table below.  
 
RSVP extensions – MRSVP 
RSVP is the most well-known resource reservation protocol in wired networks. It is often 
associated to IntServ model, even if IntServ is in fact independent from the reservation 
protocol. RSVP realises resources reservation, in a hard state way through a double path 
process (the reservation is done on the return way). Signalisation is performed out-of band, 
with explicit RSVP messages. Therefore, it is not well suited to ad-hoc networks where 
bandwidth is a scare resource due to the large amount of additional traffic resulting from the 
signalling and furthermore, it is not adapted to the possible topology changes.  
 
MRSVP is an extension that has been proposed for mobile hosts, in cellular wireless 
networks. In this scheme, we assume that the mobile host can predict its possible position 
during the flow transmission. Therefore a set of resources reservation are performed instead 
of a single path, from the different possible location of the node, to the destination. These 
reservations are active or passive depending on the effective position of the node. When the 
reservation is passive, resources can be used to transmit other flows.  
 
This extension has been designed for IP-Mobility and centralised wireless networks where 
prediction are possible. In ad-hoc networks these type of prediction is hardly possible due to 
the mobility of all the nodes and furthermore, pre-reservation would be a waste of time and 
resources due to the fact that the global topology is susceptible to change during the flow 
transmission. 
 
INSIGNIA 
INSIGNIA has been designed for ad-hoc networks and is therefore more adapted to its 
specificities. This resource reservation mechanism works with in-band signalling, which does 
not involve additional traffic load in the network and furthermore ensures a better reactivity in 
case of topology changes. This mechanism is independent from the routing protocol and the 
MAC layer; it only assumes that in case of topology changes, a new path will be provided. It 
also uses a soft state resource management: the intermediate nodes update the resource 
reservation at each packet reception. If no packet is received during a certain laps of time, 
the resource reservation is released. This allows an efficient use of resources and no false 
reservation across the network. Finally, INSIGNIA can provides three types of QoS level, in 
an adaptive way – which means that the service level can be scale down or up depending on 
the network traffic changes. These three levels of services are: Best Effort (BE), Base QoS 
and Enhanced QoS. The Base QoS service refers to applications that require simply a 
minimum bandwidth reservation. The Enhanced QoS Service refers to applications that 
should ideally require a maximum bandwidth reservation but could also be degraded to a 
minimum bandwidth (for example video streaming).  
 
The reservation or BE service, the type of reservation, and the minimum and/or maximum 
bandwidth required are included in an optional QoS field in the packet header.  
 
INORA 
INORA can be considered as a variant of INSIGNIA. It uses INSIGNIA for in-band signalling 
and works with TORA routing protocol. This protocol provides multiple paths for each 
destination and therefore offers better chances to find a path with the appropriate QoS 
available. Nevertheless, just like INSIGNIA, there is no previous reservation before the 
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transmission begins and in case no reservation is possible, packets are transmitted as Best 
Effort, therefore, it is well suited to provide hard QoS guarantees.  
 
SWAN – Stateless Wireless Ad-hoc Networks 
This mechanism is close to DiffServ mechanism in the sense that it divides the traffic flows 
into two categories: real-time services and best effort services and that the QoS results from 
each node’s behaviour thanks to a local rate control and no from a resource reservation 
process. As SWAN is acting locally, changes in topology do not affect this mechanism. In 
DiffServ, even if real-time traffic receives a more priority treatment at each node, the source 
is not advertised in case no available resources exist. SWAN regulates the bandwidth 
available for Best Effort traffic depending on the amount of real-time traffic – up to a certain 
limit, if this limit is reached, new real-time traffic are refused and the source is notified. 
Signalling is realised out-of-band before the transmission begins. Intermediate nodes do not 
maintain state information about the flows that have been accepted or not. This can lead to 
several conflicts in case of topology changes or in case of simultaneous reservations. 
Therefore, regulation processes have been proposed to solve this issue. In case of 
congestion, each node will mark the IP header with a congestion tag and so advertise the 
sources of real time traffics; the sources will therefore begin a new reservation procedure. 
SWAN is scalable thanks to its relative simplicity and its local application, but it can not 
provide hard QoS guarantee even for real time traffic, especially in case most of the traffic 
belongs to the real-time traffic class.  
 

 
Table 7: Comparison between resources reservation mechanisms & protocols 

 
 

4.3.2.1 Resources reservation for MONET 

Considering the possible alternatives that have been presented to perform resources 
reservation, the most promising one in MONET context are INSIGNIA and SWAN. This is 
based on the following status:  

• RSVP, even if not design at all for ad-hoc networks can provide hard QoS guarantee. 

Nevertheless, it generates load traffic in the network and is not design for topology 

changes. I 

• MRSVP would be adequate for mobile IP networks, where a certain part of the 

network is fixed; in ad-hoc networks the number of possible routes is too high to 

perform multiple reservations,  

• INORA works with TORA routing protocol, whereas MONET implements OLSR.  

• INSIGNIA can be of added-value and is relatively simple to implement; the in-band 

signalling does not imply additional traffic. Therefore the major impact would result of 

the addition of field in the packet header.  
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• SWAN can also provide some added value and seems to be a good compromise 

between in-band signalling and out-of band signalling in terms of additional traffic 

load,  

Therefore, the objective for MONET is to ensure implicit resource reservation – it has to be 
noted that the reservation is not completely guarantee in this case – and to ensure pre-
emption mechanisms for the High Priority flows. No resource reservation is assured for other 
types of traffic. An innovative approach is proposed, based on combined advantages from 
INSIGNIA and SWAN.  
 

S

D

DiffServ Domain

(for all flows)

Resources reservation for some flows

High priority Resources reservation

Differentiated services – Relative QoS
Medium or 

low priority
 

Figure 27: Combination of resource reservation & differentiated services 

 
 

4.4 Optimised QoS architecture and mechanisms for MONET 

Based on the previous statements and on the technical requirements defined in previous 
work packages, it appears that:  

• Differentiated services are well adapted to ensure the transmission of all kind of IP-

based traffic,  

• Resources reservation can not be performed for all the flows in an ad-hoc network. 

Nevertheless, some flows, with a higher level of importance may require delivery 

insurance. These flows are referred to HP flows. An innovative queuing strategy, 

inspired from INSIGNIA and SWAN is proposed; 

• Pre-emption mechanisms should be ensured for HP flows,  

• Queuing delay should be minimised for class 0 and class 1 flows in order to minimize 

latency and jitter to the ones resulting from transmission and processing time,  

• Packet loss should be minimised for class 0 and class 1 flows. Therefore, packets 

belonging to these flows should not be dropped due to congestion. The only source of 

losses should result from topology changes and links breakdown.  

• Routing protocol basis is OLSR – another possible option is QOLSR. The choice of 

the routing protocol is analysed in more details in WP 4.3 and D 4.3 document. Other 
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routing options may be considered like location based or energy aware routing. All 

QoS mechanisms envisaged should be compatible with these routing options.  

 
In a MANET network, there is no “ingress router” or centralized entity. In a centralised or 
fixed network, this type of nodes can perform a control on the level of service required by 
each application and check if this level is coherent with the negotiated SLA (Service Level 
Agreement) between the service provider and the user. In a MANET, this control is very 
difficult to perform due to the distribution of the control plan between the nodes. Therefore, 
each node must be responsible for requiring and applying the relevant service level, without 
cheating.  
 
This is of course a more general assessment in ad-hoc networks – where the general 
interest of the community of users must be considered by all as more important than 
individual interest. In the context of Public Safety and Security usage, it is possible to 
consider, just like in military networks that this policy can be applied and respected – unlike 
in public commercial networks.   
 
Let’s consider that the DiffServ classification is realised by the source. The QoS policy for 
traffic classification is defined at each router level and distributed to all the nodes. The same 
rules are applied by all the nodes in order to ensure the overall coherency of the QoS 
mechanisms.  
 
This QoS policy includes:  

• The way to classify the traffic in the different class of service,  

• If applicable – the class of traffic that will benefit from resource reservation or pre-

emption mechanisms,  

• The relative percentage of resources allocated to each class of service at a node 

level (in line with DiffServ model),  

 
 

4.4.1 Traffic classification 

4.4.1.1 Classification based on mission requirements 

The importance of a given traffic can be defined in two ways:  

� Urgency – in that case, the age of the information is critical. Retransmission is not an 

option in so far as the value of the information transmitted decrease with the time 

taken to deliver it, 

� Delivery – in that case, the value of the data transmitted is the content of the data, 

which needs to be delivered even with a little delay. The packets are time sensitive 

but they do not become less important if they are delivered slightly later.  

Mission critical services can be both important in terms of urgency and delivery.  
For the MONET project, it is proposed to adopt a classification of typical traffics used in 
Public Safety and Security operations that has been defined in the MESA project, in order to 
ensure the coherence between MONET outcomes and the other related projects. This 
classification takes into account 2 parameters: delivery and urgency. The table below has 
been proposed in MESA project and provides an example of traffic classification.  
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Urgency: Very High 
Class 0 

Delivery: Very High 

Type: Mission critical voice and data communications.  
Requirements: Immediate delivery / Pre-emption / Retransmission is not an option 
Characteristics: Group communications / Bidirectional transmissions 

Urgency: High 
Class 1 

Delivery: High / Medium 
Type: Non mission critical voice and video conferencing / communications.  
Requirements: Retransmission might be an option - Voice and video standard requirements 
in terms of latency, jitter and packet loss, in order to ensure a good Quality from the user 
point of view. 
Characteristics: Group communications and group management. 

Urgency: High 
Class 2 

Delivery: High  
Type: Signalling and control messages.  
Requirements: Low latency and packet loss.  
Characteristics: This class of messages should only represent a small amount of the total 
traffic.  
TCP or similar session protocol is recommended to ensure the delivery of those control 
messages.  
TCP acknowledgments could be classified in this class 2 in order to improve transmission 
rate.  

Urgency: Medium 
Class 3 

Delivery: High 
Type: Instant messaging and database queries. Interactive low band communications.  
Requirements: Packet loss should be prevented. Retransmission of lost packets. (TCP or 
similar protocol is recommended).  
Reasonable latency.  

Urgency: Low 
Class 4 

Delivery: High 
Type: Data transfer (images, files, video streaming). High bandwidth communications. Time 
independent.  
Requirements: Packet loss should be prevented. Possible retransmission of loss packets.  
Delay of transmission in case of other classes pre-emption.  

Urgency: Low 
Class 5 

Delivery: Low 
Type: General network applications (web browsing, e-mails, others…).  

Table 8: Traffic classes - based on application type and mission criticity 

 
 

4.4.1.2 Differentiated services – Network classification 

DiffServ model is implemented as the basis of the QoS solution. Classification is realised 
based on the previous table: The correspondence between the classes and DiffServ classes 
is given by the following table. Different implementations of DiffServ can be envisaged as far 
as there is no standardisation on this point. We propose to consider 7 classes of services: 
standard DiffServ classes, as defined in the RFC and referred as EF, AF1, AF2, AF3, AF4 
and BE plus an additional HP (High Priority) class.  
 
The four AF classes are also often referred as platinum, gold, silver and bronze in the 
literature. Three levels of IP precedence are usually defined in each class, which 
corresponds to the importance towards rejection of the flow. Considering the class AFij, “i” 
indicates the class (1 corresponds to Platinum) and “j” indicates the precedence level (1 
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corresponds to the lower loss probability and 3 to the higher one). A first classification is 
realised on a per protocol basis. The table below proposes the correspondence between 
MONET classes, the type of traffic and the most used IP-based protocols.  
 
The PHB (Per Hope Behaviour) applied by each node is not described in the RFC and is let 
to the implementation initiative. This means that implementation may vary from one network 
to another. One key issue is to ensure that the same relative treatment is applied to each 
class in order to ensure the overall coherency of QoS mechanisms.  
 
Class Urgency  Delivery DiffServ 

Class 
Protocols 

Mission critical 
(voice and short 
message) & network 
critical 

Very High  Very 
High 

HP RTP, OLSR (HELLO & TC) 

Voice real time 
traffic and 
application critical 
signalling  

High  High   EF RTP, SIP  

Visioconference & 
signalling 

High  High  AF1 RTP, RTCP, SNMP, H323, ARP 

Streaming video  High  Medium   AF2 RTP  
Interactive low band 
services (email, http, 
short messages) 

Medium  High  AF3 HTTP, WWW, SMTP,  

Non interactive, high 
bandwidth services 

Low High  AF4 FTP 

Best effort Low  Low BE Others 
Table 9: Traffic classification 

 
NB: we propose to include both mission critical and network critical traffic in the HP class. 
Network critical flows are the one required in order to ensure the transmission of mission 
critical flows. We can include in this category OLSR messages.  
 
 

4.4.2 Queuing strategy in the MANET segment 

Ad-hoc network and resource reservation are not designed to cope together. Resource 
reservation implies a level of knowledge of the network topology evolution which is not 
achievable in ad-hoc networks, by definition. Furthermore, the usage of traditional resource 
reservation protocols like RSVP in ad-hoc network may decrease the effective performances 
of the network. 

• Explicit resource reservation messages are realised on a given path, but the routing 

path may change depending on topology changes, and therefore, even if the 

resource reservation has been confirmed before the transmission, it may be not 

possible after routing path change.  

• Hard state resource reservation allow guaranteeing the allocation before starting the 

transmission, but this type of reservation also required to be released at the end of 

the transmission. This may not be possible in case of topology changes and it may 

occur that some resources stay reserved just because they cannot be released.  
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Therefore resources reservation in the ad-hoc segment can eventually be based on soft state 
or stateless mechanisms and the reservation should follow the traffic path, even in case of 
routing path modification. In-band signalling is also preferred compared to out-of-band 
signalling in order to limit the amount of additional traffic in the ad-hoc segment.  
 
Comparison between INSIGNIA and SWAN mechanisms 
SWAN allows providing preferred treatment to the “high priority flows” but does not 
guarantee any delay and/or bandwidth. It allows minimizing the queuing delay of high priority 
flows by adapting the output rate to the required one. It implicitly ensures bandwidth 
reservation at each node level for these high priority flows.  
 
Traffic shaping is performed on non-“high priority” classes. Therefore the effective bandwidth 
allocated to the other classes is not the one initially defined with DiffServ. INSIGNIA only 
provides information regarding the bandwidth requirements and no information about delay 
requirements. It offers the possibility to upgrade / downgrade the QoS of certain applications 
which are capable of transmitting with a minimum throughput (degraded mode) or a nominal 
one. This allows optimising the communication capability, using the same bandwidth. This 
feature is analysed more generally by another MONET optimisation (cf Real Time services 
optimisation). 
 
Adapted solution for MONET 
In MONET, we propose to combine (1) the approach of SWAN in order to privilege high 
priority traffic and to shape the other traffics bandwidth to the remaining one with (2) the 
differentiated approach especially between the class of non priority traffic and (3) the 
possibility to pre-empt resources for high mission critical traffic. In this purpose, we propose 
the following implementation:  

• Access Control, in order to verify that the upcoming traffic is in line with the SLA. This 

is realised at each node level, in order to verify that one user is not upgraded the level 

of priority of its own traffic. The rule is to strictly apply the traffic classification 

recommended to each traffic and not to remove or change previous traffic 

classification realised by prior nodes. In case of exceeded priority traffic, an alarm 

should be generated towards the source and to the supervision / monitoring of the 

network.  

• PQ (Priority Queuing) between high priority flows and the others. PQ ensures strict 

priority to the high priority flows. Access control is mandatory with this type of queuing 

strategy, in order to avoid starving phenomenon for the other classes of traffic. PQ 

also allows implicit pre-emption for the traffic of high priority (thanks to the strict 

priority).  

• CB WFQ (Class-Based Weight Fair Queuing) between the traditional DiffServ classes 

(EF, AF and BE). Another option would be to consider a Token Bucket for EF and to 

serve EF in a second time, before AF and BE. In this second option, the Token 

Bucket allows guaranteeing a certain data rate and at the same time to regulate the 

traffic and to avoid starving phenomenon for the others classes. 
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Priority Queuing

High priority
Possible pre-emption

CB - WFQ

AF1 AF2 AF3 AF4 BE

Access control
To check that the incoming traffic is conform to the SLA

HP

MAC layer

IP layer

EF

Priority 2Priority 1

High priority
Regulation

 
Figure 28: Optimised QoS queuing strategy for MONET 

 
Class Weight 
EF 10 
AF1 6 

AF2 4 
AF3 2 

AF4 2 

Delay is quite impossible to guarantee in ad-hoc segment due to the fact 
that we never know how many hops are between the source and the 
receiver, and even if the connectivity between the two is still possible or 
not. Nevertheless, in order to ensure an acceptable maximum delay for 
class 0 and class 1 traffic, the proposed solution is to configure the 
access control and the WFQ weight in order to minimise the delay spent 
in the waiting queues. The proposed weighting for WRR is the following 
one. This initial set up can be updated and optimised during simulations 
and tests, depending on traffic profile.  

BE 1 

 
 

4.5 QoS in the satellite segment 

In order to implement end-to-end QoS in the MONET network, it is mandatory to extend the 
QoS proposed in the MANET segment in the satellite segment. In most satellite system, QoS 
mechanisms are proposed by the MAC layer. The purpose of this paragraph is to present 
how the PHB applied in the MANET segment per each class of service can be mapped into 
the satellite segment. The purpose is to keep the per class basis and to perform, when 
possible, resource reservation for the most critical traffic.  
 
For each satellite system consider, the same methodology is proposed. The idea is to create 
a correspondence between IP classes of services and SD (Satellite Dependant) queue – at 
MAC layer. At this SD level, QoS mechanisms are not generic ones and are closely related 
to the satellite technology implemented. Abstract queues can be defined, each 
corresponding to a class of service, and for each, and associated to forwarding properties.  
 
Inmarsat BGAN System  
One of the most popular systems used by Public Safety forces in operation today is BGAN, 
provided by Inmarsat. Broadband Global Area Network is designed to provide high data rate 
(up to 492kbps), on a global coverage (all the Earth expect the polar areas). Different 
services are proposed to answer to the specificities of each domain, with different types of 
terminals: Land for terrestrial communications, FleetBroadband for maritime services and 
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Swiftbroadband for aeronautical services. All these services have a common base referred 
as BGAN.  
 
How to implement QoS using BGAN?  
BGAN can be used on a packet or circuit mode. We will consider the packet mode in the 
following section.  
Two types of connections can be set up:  

• Standard IP – this connection is shared in a best effort way between all the flows of a 

given terminal. It corresponds to a variable data rate, up to 492 kbps, not guarantee.  

• Streaming IP – this type of connection is dedicated to a specific flow. Data rate is 

guarantee for the connection. Possible rate are 32 kbps, 64 kbps and depending on 

the terminal 128 and/or 256 kbps.  

TFT (Traffic Flow Template) are used to identify and define the flows that will benefit from 
Streaming IP connection and the ones which will be transmitted by Standard IP connection. 
TFT is a set of filters (up to 8), used by the packet classifier to match the incoming packets to 
a specific PDP (Packet Data Protocol) context. At each PDP corresponds a level of QoS. 
The TFT filters comprise for example IP addresses, protocols, ports, IPSec parameters and 
IP ToS field. Several PDP contexts may be defined for a single terminal, allowing different 
levels of QoS or classes of traffic.  
 
Therefore, it is possible to provide guarantee QoS on the satellite segment, by using 
Streaming IP connections for the most important flows. The field ToS of the IP header, which 
is proposed to be used in the MANET segment to indicate the level of expected QoS seams 
naturally to be a good filter to be used on the satellite segment too. The QoS policy should 
specify the type of flow that will benefit from these Streaming IP connections. In a first 
approach, we can consider that voice flows, video streaming and videoconference (all based 
on UDP protocol) should be mapped to a dedicated connection, with guarantee bandwidth. 
Even if traditionally TCP flows are mapped on standard IP connections, without any 
guarantee of data rate, we may set up a specific filter for “high priority flows”.  
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Figure 29: End-to-end QoS in MANET-BGAN hybrid system 

 
DVB-S2 / DVB-RCS 
The interoperability of DVB-RCS quality of service with terrestrial system has been studied 
by the SatLabs Group. The group proposed QoS Specifications in order to ensure 
consistency between DiffServ classes and QoS MAC layer mechanisms.  
 
MAC layer QoS in DVB-RCS 
The QoS is realised thanks to capacity request combined with packet scheduling and 
dispatching in queues. The combination of these two actions defines a Request Class. 
Capacity request can be composed of CRA (Continuous Rate Assignment), RBDC (Rate 
Based Dynamic Capacity) and/or A/VBDC (Absolute / Volume Based Dynamic Capacity), 
which are the standard DVB-RCS capacity request mechanisms. Therefore, it is proposed to 
map the classes defined in the MANET segment (using DiffServ mechanism) into Request 
Classes, depending on the PHB expected. At each RC corresponds a capacity request and a 
level of priority. The DAMA controller (Demand Assignment Multiple Access) located at the 
NCC performs the capacity allocation, taking into account the overall demands of the 
different terminals. Three types of RC can be defined: Real Time (RT), Critical Data (CD) and 
Best Effort (BE). Several CD classes can be defined in order to map the different AF classes.  
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Figure 30: End-to-end QoS in MANET- DVB-S2/RCS system 

 
 

4.6 Evaluation of the proposed solution 

The possible preliminary QoS architecture proposed in the previous sections is analysed 
through simulations, based on NS3 (Network Simulator version 3). The reference scenario 
used for simulations purpose is described in the first paragraph and the simulations results 
are presented hereafter. The objectives of these simulations are:  

• To illustrate the overall improvement of QoS in the network,  

• To clearly assess the pre-emption capability for High Priority flows (HP),  

• To evaluate the scalability of the proposed solution.  

Simulations focus on the MANET segment.  
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4.6.1 Scenario & traffic model for simulations 

We consider the following simulation 
scenario – based on a forest fire. One 
firemen brigade is deployed on the theatre 
of operations, interconnected to the Back 
Office thanks to a satellite link. Each 
fireman is considered from a network 
point of view as a MONET node. All the 
nodes are mobile in a square, represented 
on the figure.  
 
We consider the initial phase of the first 
response. The node connected to the BO 
through the satellite link is considered as 
the Operational Command Centre.  

Incidental 

area

Brigade

Back 
Office

 
Figure 31: Simulation scenario - overview 

 
We will consider two different topologies, in order to address the scalability of the proposed 
solution. In the first case, we will consider 49 nodes and 100 nodes. Different sizes of theatre 
of operations are considered during the simulations. The nodes are located 40m or 70m 
(depending on the scenario) away from each other at the beginning of the test (t=0) and the 
speed range is comprised between 0 and 1.5 km/h. The mobility model is based on random 
decisions: each 120s, each node chooses a random direction and a random speed 
comprised in the speed range. In the following paragraph the number of nodes is indicated 
by [x/y] where x and y correspond respectively to the 49-nodes scenario and 100-nodes 
scenario.  
 
The traffic model is described here after.  

• Inside the brigade:  

o [9 / 20] nodes establish priority phone calls (HP) to the Command Post (CP) 

every 10min, average duration of 1min,  

o Each node establishes a phone call every 15 minutes (average), with call 

duration of 1 minute and a random destination inside the theatre,  

o Position reports are sent periodically (every 5 minutes) to the Command Post 

(CP) by all nodes on the incidental area,  

o Data and images are sent by FTP every 6 minutes (average) – average size 

of 1Mo, by [5 / 8] nodes,  

o Visioconference are set up by [6 / 12] nodes every 15min (average), of 

256kbps and 3 minutes average duration,  

o Video streaming are sent by [5 / 8] nodes every 15 minutes (average) – data 

rate of 512 kbps – duration 3 minutes.  

• Between the brigade and the BO:  

o Synthesis position reports of all nodes are transmitted by the CP to the BO– 

every minute,  
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o Phone call between the CP and the BO – during the first hour,  

o Data and images transfer – every 15 minutes – average size of 2 Mo.  

 

Incidental 

area

Brigade 1

Back Office

Permanent voice call
Position report – every minute

Data/Images – every 15min – average 2Mo

Phone call – every 10min –
duration 1min

Position 
report –

every 
5min

Command Post

Data / Images 
(1 Mo – every 15 min)

Visioconference

(256kbps – 3min)

CP

Streaming
(512kbps or 1Mbps)

 
Figure 32: Simulation scenario - traffic model 

 
The added value of the optimised QoS architecture is analysed through simulations. The 
reference test scenario is set up using OLSR and DiffServ. The second test scenario is set 
up implementing the optimised solution proposed in the present document. Simulated time is 
15 minutes (900 seconds). The “run” parameters allow generating different random variables 
used for the mobility model and for the traffic model (choice of new direction, new speed, 
start time of the flows, etc…). 
 
 

4.6.1.1 Implementation in NS3 

The topology and architecture implemented is the same as described in the simulations of 
the load-balancing optimisations in section 3.2, except that we will consider only one satellite 
link between the theatre and the BO. The following NS3 models are used:  

• The MAC layer is based on WiFi using WiFi Helper. Standard configuration of this 

model is used; no QoS has been implemented at this MAC level.  

• The mobility model used is RandomWalk2DMobility; each nodes move during a 

certain amount of time in a random direction and at a random speed, inside a 

predefined area. Speed is comprised between 0 and 1.5 km per hour. The predefined 

area is a square (cf. previous table).  
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• Applications emulated are the following ones:  

o VoIP at 16kbps and 64kbps, based on UDP,  

o Short messages and Position Report messages of 15 bytes based on UDP,  

o File Transfer based on FTP / TCP of 1 MBytes and 3 Mbytes,  

o Visioconference of 256kbps based on UDP,  

o Streaming video of 512kbps and 1Mbps, based on UDP.  

 
DiffServ model is not implemented in NS3, we have considered and adapted an 
implementation realised by the University of Washington, which is available on Internet (cf. 
References). The traffic classification used for the simulation is summarised hereafter (in line 
with previous classification): 
 
MONET simulated application QoS Class WRR 
Mission critical voice communication, from any node to 
the CP 

HP 

Position report from all nodes to the CP HP 
OLSR messages (HELLO, TC) HP  

 

Voice communication from any node to any node (not 
CP) 

EF 10 

Visioconferences  AF1 6 
Streaming video  AF2 4 
FTP  AF4 2 
Table 10: Traffic classification for the optimised mechanism 

 
The queuing strategy is implemented as follow: HP traffic is transmitted to the MAC layer as 
soon as the queue is empty. If there is no HP traffic, other traffics are served, based on a 
Weighted Round Robin.  
 
 

4.6.1.2 Parameters observed 

The QoS level of performances is defined by two 
axes: first the capacity to ensure high level QoS for 
real time services or mission critical traffic, and 
secondly the capacity to ensure the appropriate 
QoS for the maximum number of flows.  

 
The main parameters observed during the simulations are: 

• For UDP flows: delivery, latency, jitter and packet loss ratio,  

• For TCP flows: delivery, duration and packet loss ratio, 

Other important criteria necessary to be taken into account before selecting the most 
promising solution are the degree of maturity of the solution, standardisation and 
implementation complexity. 
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4.6.2 Simulation results – 49 nodes network 

The following test scenarios have been simulated. For each test, two simulations have been 
run. The first one using the standard DiffServ mechanism and the second one with the 
optimised DiffServ mechanism proposed in MONET.  
 

Test scenario Initial distance Mobility Run 

1 4 

2 5 

3 

No 

9 

4 4 

5 5 

6 

40 

Yes 

9 

7 4 

8 5 

9 

No 

9 

10 4 

11 5 

12 

70 

Yes 

9 
Table 11: Test scenarios 

 
The following graphs present the results obtained, for the different types of traffic.  
 
Results for HP voice flows 
Average latency for high priority voice flows is in most cases kept below 400ms with the 
optimised mechanism, which corresponds to a good level of QoS for the end-users. 
Improved latency is visible in almost all the test scenarios, except for Test 2 and 10 where 
results do not present major degradation. Major performances improvement is obtained for 
the test scenarios with the poorest performances (cf tests 7, 10 and 12). For these tests 
unacceptable performances with the standard mechanism (latency up to 1.2s) are 
considerably improved with the optimised mechanism. The same results are observed for the 
jitter and the loss rate. Jitter is also kept below 50ms in average for HP voice flows with the 
optimised mechanisms. The improvement can be up to 100ms depending on the scenarios.  
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Jitter (ms) for HP voice flows - 49  nodes
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Packet loss rate for HP voice flows - 49 nodes
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Results for standard voice flows (EF class) 
In terms of latency, jitter and loss rate, performances are in most cases improved thanks to 
the optimised mechanism. This is due to the fact that the same amount of resources is 
allocated to the EF class, respectively to the other DiffServ classes, whereas the number of 
flows belonging to this class has been reduced, as some flows are now part of the HP class. 
Nevertheless, as this HP class is served in priority, before EF, performances, even if 
improved, are comparable in both cases.  
 
No significant degradation of QoS has been observed for standard voice flows with the 
optimised mechanism.  
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Packet loss rate for EF voice flows - 49 nodes
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The graphs below present the proportion of good or bad QoS for voice flows depending on 
their class (HP or EF) and on the mechanism activated (these results corresponds to test 4).  
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Figure 33: Comparison of flows' quality 

 
Results for Position Report transmission (HP class) 
The loss rate of the position report, for all scenarios is 0%. The transmission duration of HP 
position report is slightly reduced thanks to the optimised mechanism. These flows have 
been simulated using UDP protocol. Optimised performances can be achieved with UDP 
compared to TCP, due to the fact that there is no need to open and set up the TCP 
connexion.  
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Results for visio flows (AF1 class) 
In most cases, performances in terms of latency and jitter are slightly improved with the 
optimised mechanism. And no significant degradation has been observed for the AF1 class’ 
flows.  
 
Depending on the traffic scenario, latency can reach up to 2s. Of course, this is not 
acceptable from an end-users point of view and corresponds to the worst case scenarios 
where the network is overloaded.  
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Results for FTP files transfer (AF4) 
In most cases, performances in terms of transmission are slightly improved with the 
optimised mechanism. And no significant degradation has been observed for the AF4 class’ 
flows.  
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4.6.3 Simulation results – 100 nodes network 

The same test scenarios have been run. The following graphs present the results obtained.  
 
Results for HP voice communications (HP class) 
The traffic models simulated correspond to network saturation with poor performances 
(latency up to 1s). Nevertheless performances in terms of latency, jitter and packet loss rate 
are improved with the optimised mechanism. The only exceptions correspond to tests 3 and 
9; but it has to be notice that for these two tests, the number of disruptive flows is decreased 
when applying the optimised mechanism (resp. from 6 / 4 disruptive flows, we obtain 1 
disruptive flow). Poor performances could be improved by changing the Wifi layer simulated 
and its characteristics (range, maximum data rate, etc…). In particular, the packet loss rate is 
due to the collision avoidance mechanism: after seven unsuccessful retransmissions at the 
MAC layer level, the packet is dropped. Wifi is not the best layer 2 choice for ad-hoc 
networks, but this consideration is out of the scope of MONET optimisations studies.  
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Packet loss rate for HP voice flows - 100 nodes
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Results for standard voice communications (EF class) 
The traffic models simulated correspond to network saturation with bad performances. 
Nevertheless performances in terms of latency, jitter and packet loss rate are improved with 
the optimised mechanism. Latency is improved by 500ms in average; jitter is improved by 
100 or 200ms in average.  
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Results for visio flows (AF1 class) 
No major degradation of non priority AF1 flows are observed with the optimised mechanism. 
Depending on the cases and on the traffic models, latency is either slightly reduced or 
slightly increased with or without the optimised mechanism.  
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Transmission duration of HP position reports 
As expected, transfer of HP position reports are improved thanks to the optimised 
mechanism.  
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Transmission duration of FTP files (AF4 class) 
Transmission of non priority flows (AF4 class) is not degraded and is even improved thanks 
to the optimised mechanism compared to the standard DiffServ QoS mechanism.  
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4.6.4 Conclusion on simulation evaluation 

The optimised DiffServ mechanism allows improving the performances of High 
Priority flows (voice communications and position report in our simulation). Latency, 
jitter and packet loss rate are decreased thanks to the priority level. Furthermore, pre-
emption mechanism allows transmitting the HP flows, even when the network is 
congested. In our simulations, the traffic model is high demanding and therefore the 
performances reach a relatively poor level in absolute values. Nevertheless the added value 
of the optimised mechanism is put in relief.  
 
Performances for EF class are also improved mainly due to the fact that the same amount of 
resources is shared between fewer flows than compared to the optimised case.  
 
It is important to notice that performances for other classes and flows are not 
degraded when applying the optimised mechanism. The objective of these simulations 
was to highlight the added value of the optimised DiffServ mechanism compared to the 
standard implementation of DiffServ. This objective has been achieved and at the same time, 
these simulations put in relief the fact that the choice of the MAC layer is key. Poor 
performances results from the choice of the Wifi layer. In particular, the packet loss rate is 
due to the collision avoidance mechanism: after seven unsuccessful retransmissions at the 
MAC layer level, the packet is dropped.  
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4.7 Conclusion on QoS mechanism for MONET 
The objective while designing the QoS mechanisms for MONET was to deal at the same 
time with the constraints of ad-hoc networks and with the specific requirements of Public 
Safety forces communication.  
As explained in details in the previous section, due to the characteristics of ad-hoc networks, 
resources reservation is not the ideal solution, even if guarantee Quality of Service would be 
required by mission critical traffic. The proposed solution is based on the concept of 
differentiated services, with pre-emption mechanisms for mission-critical traffic.  
 
The pre-emption mechanism allows to ensure the transmission of high priority classes (in our 
scenario: Push-To-Talk voice communication, location messages and network critical data) 
even when the network is saturated, with a relatively good QoS and limited delay. As far as 
the delay, in a hybrid satellite / Manet network depends on the number of hops (both inside 
the Manet and inside the satellite segment), it can hardly be guaranteed. This mechanism 
limits the waiting time in the queuing lines to the minimum, nevertheless, possible losses or 
retransmission delay can result from the collisions within the Wifi network. Alternative 
waveforms can be envisaged in future studies in order to limit the impact of unpredictable 
collisions.  
 
This solution is viable as long as all the end-users respect the QoS policy and should be re-
enforced by local access control mechanisms is order to avoid starving phenomenon for high 
priority classes in case of non-respect of the policy rules (whether this is voluntary or not).  
This local access control can be easily implemented at layer 3, and performed on each node. 
This module will be placed between the application layer and the marking module.  
 
Nevertheless, as illustrated by the simulation results, Wifi collisions are a major issue and 
clearly limit the performances and the predictability inside the network. Two alternatives can 
be considered: (1) to implement advanced access control mechanisms in order to control the 
load not only locally, but also in the neighbourhood of each node, or (2) to envisage different 
MAC layers than Wifi, which would ensure more predictable performances.  
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5 Real-Time services optimisation 

MONET real-time services are audio and video communications. These services will include 
applications such as: 

• Voice communications using VoIP (Voice over IP Protocol),  

• Video and audio streaming,  

• Videoconferencing as a hybrid application transmitting simultaneously both video and 

voice. 

 
Real-time services over MANET networks such as MONET present particular challenges 
related with the strict time constraints of the involved applications. In MONET, nodes can 
move arbitrarily, leading to frequent changes in the network topology. Also, the radio channel 
variations may cause high error rates and power limitation of a node may produce frequent 
changes in connectivity. All these cause packet losses and degrade audio and video quality. 
To provide acceptable real-time services over MONET network, there should be effective 
rate control, error control, routing and MAC scheduling mechanisms to reduce packet losses. 
 
In the current section, we deal with mechanisms that enable the optimization of such 
services over MONET networks taking into account the challenges faced due both to the 
services and the ad hoc network context.  
 
In a first section we recall the set of services we take into consideration and what is the 
impact of the specific environment of MONET on their deployment and operation. Secondly, 
we consider the service architecture topology and propose a solution adapted to MONET 
system. Lastly, we study how to optimize the bandwidth required by the content transmission 
by adapting the codec used by the application depending on the quality of the transmission 
and the available bandwidth.  
 
 

5.1 Introduction to REAL-TIME services 

The real-time applications that are envisaged in MONET are a combination of voice and 
video transmission with different type of use: 

• Peer to Peer (P2P) talk is a bi-directional voice communication with only 2 actors. 

• Push-To-Talk (PTT) is a group voice communication in which the participants have to 
wait for someone else to stop talking before being able to talk themselves 

• Video streaming is an unidirectional video communication  

• Video conferencing is an extension of P2P call with additional video 
 
According to the data gathered in WP2, real-time services come first amongst the requested 
services. Voice is considered as the base medium and the minimum level of communication 
that should be available at any time, whereas video streaming and video-conferencing 
provide a significant additional value to the user experience, considering MONET use cases. 
However, as a hybrid solution, MONET encompasses the characteristics of both satellite and 
MANET segments. These have to be taken into account when designing a suitable solution 
for real-time services over MONET. 
 
As stated before, we take two aspects into consideration when talking about real-time 
services. The first concerns the session management. As ‘real-time’ implies, this type of 
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communication works through a communication that must be setup, maintained and closed 
from the start to the end of the communication. Hence several constraints must be taken into 
account, such as finding where is the callee, setting up a multi user session, etc… These 
problems are well known and mostly solved in regular wired networks but rise to a new level 
in the context of MONET. Indeed, the dynamic and distributed nature of MANET and the 
necessity of integration with the satellite link bring new challenges that need to be answered 
before efficiently deploying real-time services on MONET. 
 
The second aspect is related to the content itself and the way it is carried on the network. 
Considering the said applications, this content is only made of voice and video which have 
different requirements regarding the network. Voice data needs a small bandwidth but is very 
sensitive to losses, whereas video requires a larger amount of bandwidth. In an environment 
short in bandwidth such as MONET, mechanisms that can help reducing the amount of 
consumed bandwidth while maintaining good service availability are very important. 
 
 

5.1.1 Real-time services constraints 

Participant awareness 
In the highly dynamic context of MONET, nodes can leave or enter the MANET at any time. It 
is necessary that a node leaving the MANET can be notify to the other users. Also, a node 
entering the MANET needs to be able to access to the deployed service and be, for instance, 
invited within a group talk. 
 
Service Discovery 
This is relevant to the ability of a node to discover what the possible forms of communication 
(only voice, unidirectional, etc…) of another node are and how to contact it. In the same way, 
this very node needs to advertise its own capabilities and location. 
 
Session management 
The session management consists in the procedure and message exchange required to 
start, maintain and end a communication. While it is relatively simple for a communication 
involving only 2 users, it can get rather complex for group communications such as PTT, in 
which it is necessary to handle a group of users. In this case, a management entity is 
necessary to provide tasks such as controlling which node owns the right to talk at a given 
time, check if nodes are leaving or entering the MANET, verifying nodes identity and access 
to the communication 
 
Setup time 
For some services, such as voice, the communication duration may vary from very short to 
long. In case of a short call, the setup time of this call should also be short. This 
characteristic could also be required depending on the urgency of the call. The way the 
service is deployed on MONET has a great impact on such setup times. 
 
Latency 
Delay is a major problem in MONET. VoIP is very sensitive to long delay as it can 
significantly degrade the quality of speech if too important. The satellite segment brings an 
important delay by its own nature. Also, delay within a large MANET can also become 
increase if the number of hops between the 2 communicating entities is too important. 
 
Losses 
Losses can also be a hindrance to real time services. A voice communication can get difficult 
to understand and it can also cause the quality of a video to degrade, making it insufficient in 
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some use cases. Losses can happen because of the quality of the transmission at the lower 
layers. Wireless media are not faultless at all and are very sensitive to degradation of the 
signal caused by distance, environmental constraints and such. Packets can also be 
discarded because the network is overloaded and cannot carry all the traffic that it is 
provided with. Due to the versatility of MONET topology, network capacity is expected to vary 
greatly along with the time, making it difficult to adapt the traffic to the available bandwidth. 
Therefore the services have to be fault tolerant by providing mean of countering these losses 
at different levels.  
 
Interruptions 
Being real time, voice and video services are supposed to operate through a connection that 
should be resilient to a certain amount of losses, in order to provide continuity to the service. 
But the transmission of data packets is based on the route which is defined by the routing 
protocol. If this route comes to undergo too many errors, the routing protocol is likely to erase 
it and compute a new one. The transition time between to two routes results into an 
interruption of the service. Therefore the duration of the interruption depends how fast the 
routing protocol is to compute the routes. 
 
 

5.1.2 Traceability with the Technical MONET requirements 

The purpose of real-time services optimisations proposed in the present paragraph are to 
fulfil the following technical requirements identified in WP 2.2 [RD02] and D 2.3 [RD03].  
 
 Technical requirements 

description 
Real-time service related functionality  

R_GEN 1 P2P voice com. involving CP 
P2P communications are supported by 
the proposed architecture 

R_GEN 2 P2P voice com. involving FR 
P2P communications are supported by 
the proposed architecture 

R_GEN 3 PTT voice com. CP <-> FR 
PTT communications are supported by 
the proposed architecture 

R_GEN 4 PTT voice com. all groups 
Inter-group communications are 
supported by the proposed architecture 

R_GEN 5 Real time video FR -> CP 
The proposed architecture supports end 
enhance video communication 

R_GEN 6 Real time video CP -> BO 
The proposed architecture supports end 
enhance video communication 

R_GEN 25 Auto-configuration 
Mechanism for auto-deployment of the 
service architecture are proposed 

R_GEN 26 Set up in less than 5min 
Speed of deployment is taken into 
account 

R_GEN 26 Resilience 
Solutions are proposed to cope with 
failures within the network 

Table 12: Real-time service architecture traceability with requirements 

 
The goal of the proposed optimisation is to provide with reliable service architecture, 
supporting the required connectivity schemes and offering optimised mechanism for 
the transport of of data across MONET network. 
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5.1.3 Data transport 

Both VoIP and video streaming use client/server architecture based on exchange of 
signalling messages before the establishment of the communication and then call necessary 
software modules to satisfy the request and start the transport. The negotiation phase is 
done at the beginning of the connexion and considers the network status at that moment, 
however the network status can evolve during the communication and even more in MANET 
environment, the main challenge for satisfactory user experience will be then the continuous 
follow-up of the network status and the corresponding adaptation of the service. 
The below diagram present the protocol stack for the transport of real-time content (video 
and voice) over IP. 
 

 
Figure 34: Real-time service transport protocol stack 

 
The higher layer is related to the encoding of the content and mostly defines the quality of 
content. The choice of a specific codec has an impact on the sampling of the original 
material, and will in the end define the bitrate required to transport the encoded content. 
 
The encoded packetized content is then sent across the network using RTP/RTCP protocols. 
RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) carries the data itself, adding synchronization to the 
transmission in order to keep the real-time feature. This protocol is coupled with RTCP which 
is in charge of additional tasks such as QoS, link feedback, and non-session related 
management. Both protocols will be described in section 5.3. 
 
Data is carried on UDP at the transport layer. UDP is a transport protocol with no feature for 
loss recovery, congestion control, and simply sends the datagram across the network. 
 
 

5.1.4 Session management protocol 

Several protocols are designed for the management of real-time sessions. In this section are 
presented the most famed ones: H323 and SIP. 
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5.1.4.1 H.323 

H.323 is a family of protocol designed for the transport of multimedia over IP networks. Each 
of the elements of this family has a specific role, from data control and signalisation to 
specifically video or audio transport. 
 

 
Figure 35: H.323 protocol stack 

 
H.323 has been defined by the ITU-T and adopted by IETF as the standard for transmission 
of audio and video media. A typical H.323 architecture is composed of several types of 
elements: 

• Terminal: the terminal is the end of any communication, whether it started or it has 

been called. It may be a IP phone, or a PC equipped with the appropriate software. 

• Multipoint Control Unit: the MCU is a relay dedicated to communication between 

more than 2 users (e.g. video conferencing). It is in charge of managing the 

connection between all the participants and is composed of Multipoint Controller and 

a Multipoint Processor. While the first takes the signalisation in charge, the second 

processes the data received from a participant and transmits it in a mixed fashion to 

the others. 

• Gateway: The gateway is in charge of providing the interface of the H.323 network 

(on IP) with other types of networks, e.g. PSTN networks. This enables 

communication from an H.323 terminal to a classical PSTN terminal. 

• Gatekeeper: a Gatekeeper is able to provide a large set of service covering several 

layers, from authentication to address resolution and routing. It comes in use 

whenever the H.323 network is deployed on a complex IP network featuring several 

domains. In such a case, the gatekeeper enables connectivity between those 

domains, just as the gateway provides connectivity for non-H.323 networks. 
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H.323 maintains its topology by using messages from different protocols (that all belongs to 
H.323 family). Each of these protocols is designed for a specific type of transaction. For 
instance, H.225.0 is used for communication establishment, whereas call management after 
initialization used H.245. 
 
H.323 is basically independent from the way the media is transported and is focused on 
signalisation and topology management. In most cases, the media is carried on a real-time 
transport protocol such as RTP. H.323 is mainly used for VoIP. Video streaming being a 
unidirectional service, the need for a protocol taking in charge the connection is less 
important. However, H.323 is also used for video-conferencing. MCU are typically designed 
to handle group communication and can easily create a session with more than 2 
participants. Therefore it is well suited for group phone calls or video conference. 
 
While widely used in the previous years, H.323 suffers from a few drawbacks that makes it 
less interesting than other multimedia protocol such as SIP.  Amongst these drawbacks, we 
can mention the lack of scalability and flexibility. H.323 has been designed for LAN purposed 
and thus does not fit well into a multi-domain context. Elements were added in order to cope 
with that problem, such as address resolution mechanisms, but it adds a lot of weight to the 
protocol [28]. Also, H.323 only proposes a centric topology, with the usual drawbacks: the 
conference cannot be maintained if the MCU is disabled, and it also can act as a bottleneck 
for large conferences. 
 
 

5.1.4.2 SIP 

SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) is an IETF standard described in RFC 3261 [16]. It proposes 
mechanisms for localization of potential participants, session initialization and management. 
It does not take in charge the transport of the data itself, which is operated through a 
transport protocol such as RTP. It operates by sending message between participants to the 
session and SIP entities, which are identified by URI. 
 

Sip : Username  @ domainname 
Table 13: SIP URI 

 
Username describes the UA and domain name the domain the UA belongs to. Domains 
define a set of UAs that can interact between themselves. It offers an easier and more 
comfortable way to identify an UA compared to an IP address. 
 
SIP network entities include: 

• User Agent (UA): user which wishes to participate to a multimedia session. It is in 

charge of initiating a communication and will produce the multimedia data to be sent 

through the opened session 

• Registrar: entity dedicated to the registration of UAs. It can then get asked for the 

localization and other data on UAs in order to contact them. The registration is done 

by the UA themselves that send REGISTER messages to the registrar which record 

them as an association between an IP and a SIP URI. This URI describes the UA at 

the SIP level and can be used by other SIP elements to contact it.  

• Proxy server: this entity is in charge of relaying the SIP messages to its destination. 

A SIP UA wishing to establish the communication with another UA asks the proxy for 
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its location. The proxy asks the registrar if it knows the location of the requested UA 

and forward the Sip message to the destination if it does. If not, the proxy tries to find 

the proxy possessing the information about the second UA through DNS service and 

relays the message to it. Most part of time, the proxy is collocated with the registrar 

as it often interrogates it. 

 

 

Figure 36: SIP message flow 

 
SIP messages include: 

• REGISTER: register the UA to the register 

• INVITE: propose to initiate a session to the recipient 

• ACK: Respond to an INVITE message 

• BYE: Terminate a session 

• OPTION and CANCEL 
 
SIP is a widely used protocol, especially for VoIP, but can also be used for other media 
transmission (such as video) and video conferencing. It’s true that it does not provide by 
default an entity dedicated to the handling of multi-participants communications. However it 
means any entity can do it, even the UA. It even brings more flexibility as the number of 
possible topologies is increased. 
 
A lot of tools exist that implement this protocol. SIP UA software enables any kind of PC to 
act as an UA by adding a layer able to send and understand SIP message. SIP server 
software enables SIP tables and signalisation features on any kind of server. 
 
SIP UA software (client): 

• Ekiga 
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• Empathy 

• OfficeSIP messenger 

• Windows messenger 
 
SIP Server software: 

• Asterisk 

• OpenSER 

• Proprietary software from Cisco, 3com, Oracle, RadVision.. 
 
SIP is slowly replacing [18] H.323 as it proves to provide better scalability and flexibility while 
offering the same level of services. In the scope of MONET, these are major advantages, 
which lead us to focus on SIP for potential solutions. 
 

H.323 and SIP offer the same features and can both be used to establish and 
manage multimedia sessions. However, as SIP provides a better flexibility and 
scalability, we recommend using it in MONET.  
 
 

5.2 Multimedia session management optimization 
One of the most important aspects of real-time services deployment is the session initiation 
and management. A few protocols exist that propose mechanisms to establish multimedia 
communication between 2 or more entities. As stated in a previous section, we will focus on 
SIP as it provides better scalability and flexibility than H.323. 
 
 

5.2.1 Problems related to SIP in MONET context 

Centric/Distributed topology 
MONET architecture works on a semi-distributed topology. It is composed of several MANET 
domains connected by a satellite link. Gateway nodes are in charge of connecting these 
domains through the satellite link. Therefore the gateway node acts as a kind of centric 
server for one particular domain, as it is the only way for any node in a domain to reach 
outside of it. But the structure inside a domain is still one of a MANET, which means it is 
distributed.  
 
SIP proposes a centric solution based on some elements of the network playing a major role 
into the initialization of a communication, such as the registrar. This entity collects the 
addresses of all UAs within the network so it can help the UAs to join themselves. Also, in a 
video conferencing service, there is a need for an entity to take in charge the management of 
the multiple participant session. Now an easy way to apply SIP on MONET would be to 
consider that the gateway node can take the responsibility for the centric entity. As it already 
holds several responsibilities including authentication and routing, it would make sense to 
add another one to follow the same logic. 
 
However, this solution brings some problems. First, it would potentially be too many 
responsibilities onto a single node, which is not wanted. The concept of MANET is based on 
undifferentiated nodes working together in a dynamic motion. Therefore differentiating a 
node from the other by giving special responsibilities is going against the paradigm of 
MANET. The consequences can be easily seen: for instance, as the topology often changes, 
we could envisage that the gateway node may leave the MANET or even fail, leaving the 
other nodes with no way to communicate since the node holding the functionalities for 
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communication establishment is precisely the gateway node. MONET defines a deputy node 
that can take on the responsibilities of the gateway node if this one fails, but the handover 
between the two nodes takes some time and signalisation. Therefore, by adding another role 
to the gateway node, we take the risk to lengthen the duration of the handover of the 
gateway role, during which the services provided by the gateway is unavailable. 
 
In the same manner, adding to the responsibilities of the gateway strains its processing 
power and energy consumption, which also maintains the satellite connectivity. Therefore, 
using the gateway node as, say, the registrar is not effective.  It is the same for any kind of 
server-like responsibilities in SIP. A solution would be to operate in a distributed way. The 
other SIP entities that operate as server are the following: 

- Registrar: as previously stated, the registrar holds the addresses of several UAs, 
therefore acts as a server of addresses 

- Proxy: the proxy is a gateway to other domains 
- Conferencing server: this element acts as the MCU of H.323 by managing 

several UAs within a PTT or video conference session. 
Therefore, to envisage a distributed topology, the above elements need to be replaced, 
which requires specific solutions 
 

Service Discovery 
This feature allows nodes to learn where to contact another node, meaning the IP address 
corresponding to its URI, and the service this node has to offer whether its P2P, PTT, etc… 
This feature is usually provided by the registrar. However, if the registrar fails or leaves the 
MANET, the UAs cannot advertise themselves through the registrar database, so 
communication establishment becomes impossible. 
 

Signalisation overhead reduction 
As the available bandwidth in a MONET network is limited, the signalisation traffic should be 
kept to a minimum. Real-time services such as video require a lot of bandwidth, so the share 
of bandwidth left for signalisation is scarce. Also, in the MANET segment, the topology can 
bring frequent changes to the links state, significantly reducing the available bandwidth. On 
the satellite segment, the link can also be subject to degradation, but even in a nominal case, 
the cost of bandwidth is high and it must be spared. Therefore the solutions that provide with 
a low signalling overhead will be preferred. 
 

Multi-user sessions handling 
For services involving several users such as video-conferencing or PTT calls, additional 
functions are required compared to classical P2P calls. First it is necessary to assess the 
eligibility of a node to participate to the session. A medical unit, for instance, may not have 
the right to join a group talk dedicated to the Firemen. It is also necessary to maintain the 
participant group by detecting any leave or join from a node. 
 
Finally, a PTT talk implies that only one person is allowed to talk at the time, in order to avoid 
conversation mess. This is usually done through a trigger on the phone (hence “Push-to-
talk”), so this trigger must be disseminated to all the participants to warn them that the righ to 
talk has been granted and they have to wait for this right to be released before getting their 
chance to talk. 
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5.2.2 Possible solutions 

5.2.2.1 Service discovery 

In an ideal distributed topology we want to eliminate the need for a proxy and a registrar. The 
literature proposes several solutions. 
 
 

5.2.2.1.1 Server approach  

In this solution, there is only one server serving all the nodes with location services. This 
server is a combination of SIP’s registrar and proxy, and will be referred as such in the 
following sections. Whenever a node wishes to communicate with another, it contacts the 
server containing the proxy and the registrar which holds the information about the other 
node. This information is given to the caller node which can then contact the callee. The 
server is located within one of the nodes of the network. This solution is very simple since it’s 
the most common in wired networks. It’s also the closest to a standard SIP architecture. 
However, it also comports several drawbacks.  
 

 
Figure 37: Single Server approach 

 
The first one is the need for a server, which is not wanted in a MANET context. If the server 
fails, it becomes impossible for any node in the network to communicate with the others. In 
this case, a new node must take the responsibility of the server, but the transition may cause 
some communications to fail and a temporary incapacity to communicate within the network. 
This effect can however be mitigated by electing a deputy server which holds the same 
information as the main server and can quickly take the relay should the main server fail. 
This way, the transition time is shortened but not nullified. 
 
A second drawback is the election of the server. In a classical SIP architecture, a node 
willing to publish its services has to contact a server which records the services proposed by 
each UA. This server is then requested to provide this information. There are two solutions 
for the election of the server: 
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• It can be done at the deployment of the network. Each UA exchange their local data 
upon which the election is made. We can assume that all the nodes share the same 
election protocol and will all conclude on the same most suitable candidate to operate 
as the server. The criterions for this election are various, though they generally 
assess the capacity of one node to efficiently operate as a server. We can mention 
the location of the node, as a node close to the topological centre of the network is 
allegedly more suited to respond to the queries of all the other nodes. We can also 
consider the level of energy or the stillness of a node as a guarantee that said node 
isn’t likely to leave the network or fail. 

 

• The server can also be predefined before the deployment and that information given 
to every node. This solution is far simpler to setup and provide of deployment 
duration compared to the previous solution, but greatly lacks flexibility. It is not 
guaranteed that the predefined server will be the most efficient server regarding the 
field conditions. Regardless of that, an election protocol is still needed in order to 
choose a new server in case the predefined one fails. In this case, there is no reason 
to consider a static definition of the server. It may also happen that the deployment 
duration is bounded by other non shrinkable operations such as routing table 
initialization, in which case the gain provided by this solution has no impact. 

 
Thirdly, once the server has been elected, the other nodes must know which of them the 
server is in order to send him queries. In case the server is predefined, this information can 
easily be shared amongst nodes prior to deployment, so the nodes know from the very start 
of the network how to contact the server. In this case, no additional information about the 
server location needs to be spread within the network. This is also true for an election 
protocol, if we consider that this protocol is accurate enough to be sure that each node will 
choose the same server. If it’s not possible, the information about the server needs to be 
spread or to be made available for the nodes. This can be done by spreading this information 
to the entire network, either by the server itself, or through a DNS server, provided that such 
a service is implemented in the network.  
 
Finally, the server solution is not very scalable: if the size of the network and the number of 
users increase, so does the strain on the server. Also, this topology is not resilient to fault 
and fails of the server. Redundancy mechanisms with backup servers need to be 
implemented in order to ensure maximum efficiency. 
 
 

5.2.2.1.2 Multi-server approach 

In this solution, several servers are used, each being in charge of a portion of the network. 
Each server serves a small cluster of nodes, and all cluster share the same information is 
order to ensure the global consistency of the network. 
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Figure 38: Server backbone approach 

 
This solves the scalability problem of the precedent approach as it is possible to increase the 
number of server along the number of users. By having a server dedicated to a few nodes, it 
is possible to increase the reactivity of the network. The server will indeed answer to fewer 
queries, and also will have to store a smaller amount of information. If it comes to fail, a 
fewer nodes will be impacted, and it is possible to imagine that another one can take care of 
them while a backup server is elected and setup. 
 
However, in addition to the previous solution’s drawbacks (with the exception of the 
scalability), another one can be identified: it requires mechanisms to connect these servers in 
to a synchronized backbone.  It is necessary to maintain the distribution of nodes between 
the servers, so that each server has a small cluster to take care of. It is also necessary to 
inform the nodes of a cluster of which server they depends on. So in case a server fails or 
leaves the MANET, the backbone must be reorganised by electing a new server, and 
warning the other servers, which generates extra signalisation. If a DNS-like service is 
available within the network, it can ease the management of such a backbone. 
 
 

5.2.2.1.3 Fully distributed approach 

This solution [17] proposes to distribute the service location function of a server to each node 
in the network. Therefore each node can be considered as a server, and possesses the data 
it needs to contact directly another node, without any intermediate step.  
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Figure 39: Distributed approach 

 
This requires that every node share their service with the whole network instead of with only 
one server. This sharing can be done in 2 ways: 
 

Method of information sharing 
Even if we consider that every node has the same information, several solutions can be 
envisaged concerning the type of information possessed by each node: 

• Limited knowledge: in this case, each node knows only about its situation and 
reports it when requested. It is a reactive solution. 

• Full knowledge: in this case, the information about each node is spread through the 
network, which means every node possesses a full knowledge of the network. This is 
a proactive solution. 

 

Reach of information 
It is also necessary to define the reach of information sharing within MONET network. For 
instance, if the solution of spreading information through the network is chosen, should it be 
spread across the whole MONET network or just the MANET? 

• MANET reach approach: In this approach, the reach of information shared is limited 
to the domain composed by the MANET the node belongs to. Independently of the 
method of information sharing, the node can access every node within the same 
MANET. However, solutions such as proxies have to be setup in order to enable 
communication outside the MANET. 

• MONET reach approach: In this approach, the information is shared amongst every 
node within the MONET network. It makes extremely easy to find and contact any 
node. However, maintaining the information sharing throughout the network and the 
complexity and signalisation overhead generated makes it hardly scalable. 

 
The main drawback with this solution is the overhead generated by the signalisation required 
to maintain the knowledge throughout the network. This overhead is likely to increase with 
the number of the nodes within the network, making it hardly scalable. 
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5.2.2.2 Signalling overhead reduction 

The signalling within a real-time service system is mostly caused by advertising and 
identification messages. In classical SIP architectures, this is done by REGISTER messages 
from the UAs to the registrar. As we have seen earlier, trying to get rid of the registrar causes 
the multiplication of identification messages and an undesired overload of the network. As for 
other SIP message, as they are mainly messages for session initialization and management, 
the number of messages required is low. Therefore, the solutions that will be proposed will 
focus on the advertisement of the UAs and other entities. 
 
There are basically two ways to send identification messages. The first is to use a dedicated 
message set. Special message are created for the sole purpose of advertising an UA (upon 
request or proactively). This solution is very easy to setup as it does not depend on any kind 
of mechanism. It can also be tailored to needs by adding potential necessary fields to the 
messages. The main drawback is that is creates additional load on the network. In a 
distributed topology where each node is advertising itself by flooding the network with its 
identification, this can lead to large overloads of the network. 
 
The second solution is to use existing messages to carry the identification. The main 
advantage of this solution is that it considerably reduces the signalisation overhead as no 
additional traffic is generated.  The main drawback is that advertising is very dependent on 
the way the messages behave. That means that the advertising policy will have to adapt to 
the other message policy. The most interesting set of messages that can be used for 
carrying UA advertising is the routing protocol. Routing and advertising share the same goal 
of spreading information throughout the network and it is relatively safe to assume that node 
(at routing level) can be identified with UAs. Therefore the type of advertising is dependent 
on the type of routing that is applied.  
 
As we stated previously the amount of advertising is dependent on the method of information 
sharing (limited knowledge or full knowledge). It must be noticed that these options are 
similar to the choice between proactive routing and reactive routing. It would be logical to 
match the method of advertisement with the method of routing. For instance, if the limited 
knowledge method is chosen, advertising messages are sent upon request. With a proactive 
routing, routing message are sent periodically, which means advertising messages have to 
wait for those routing message to be sent to answer the request. However, if the routing 
method is reactive, advertisement request are made though routing request, which means 
that both mechanisms can be merged in a harmonious fashion. 
 
 

5.2.2.3 Multiple users session handling 

Services involving multiple users such as PTT and video conferencing require more attention 
than classical P2P communications. As the number of involved nodes is higher than 2, 
additional control mechanisms must be used in order to maintain the communication for all 
the users. It is also necessary to study how the data is transmitted between the participants, 
as mismanagement could lead to a dramatic increase in the traffic load. Lastly, synchronizing 
the communication between the users in order to ensure the clarity of the conversation is 
mandatory. For instance, PTT requires pushing a button on the communication device in 
order to claim the right to talk. This must be spread to the other devices to warn them they 
cannot communicate while the first button is pressed. Then when the button is released, the 
other devices must also be warned they can now claim the right to talk. 
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These mechanisms and management may be handled by a server we will refer to as a 
conference server. Several solutions [15] are presented below, with different approaches on 
the topic, some including the conference server. 
 

End-system Mixing 
In this solution, an UA plays the role of the conference server and maintains a one-to-one 
SIP call with each participant. It starts from a two-participants communication which expends 
and turns into a multi-user communication once a third user is invited. One of the 2 initial 
users turns then into a conference server. The other participants have no direct 
communication between themselves whatsoever. They only send their data to the server UA 
which mixes it with its own data before sending it to the others. The server can act as a 
control entity for voice pre-emption for PTT. A token is granted to whichever node that claims 
the right to talk. While this token is granted, the server only forwards the data coming from 
this very node to the other nodes, while blocking any other data traffic. 
 
This solution is quite easy to setup and new users can easily join but its drawbacks is 
scalability. If the number of users increases up to more than 3-4, it puts a lot of strain in term 
of bandwidth and processing (mixing data) on the server. The responsibilities of conference 
server can be shared on several users but it is complex to setup and mitigate the 
accessibility of the solution. 
 

UA – Conference Server

SIP
 ca

ll

 
Figure 40: End-mixing architecture 

 

Large scale multicast conference 
In this solution, there is no server and the data is sent to an IP multicast address that 
identifies the session. SIP signalling is used to inform users about the address. This solution 
is very easy to deploy and easily scalable (at least for voice data), but has also a few 
drawbacks. It requires the network to support multicast. It also does not provide any 
authentication mechanism and any node can join by simply listening to the multicast address 
that was communicated.  Also, no mechanism is provided that control the voice pre-emption. 
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Figure 41: Large scale Multicast conference 

 

Dial-In Conference Servers 
In this solution, a conference server is required. This server is requested by UAs to establish 
SIP sessions with them. The server then receives the data from the UAs, mixes them and 
redistributes them. An UA can serve as a server. The main difference with the end-mixing 
solution is the lack of spontaneity of the session, as it is mostly used for planned 
conferences. As for end-mixing, the limitation in scalability is bandwidth and processing 
power. However, a specific hardware can be dedicated to the role of server, but that goes 
against the paradigm of distribution. 
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Figure 42: Dial-In Conference Servers 

 

Ad-hoc Centralized Conferences 
In this solution, the conference starts as in end-mixing by a one-to-one conversation that 
wishes to extend to more participants. But instead of turning one of the user into a 
conference server, the initials users ask a dedicated conference server to take the session in 
charge. This leads us back to the dial-in solution. It does not put much strain on the UAs, but 
it is again a non distributed solution. 
 

Distributed solution 
This solution [13] proposes to distribute the information about the conference between the 
UAs, the proxies and conferences servers. Each domain has only one conference server that 
can handle several conferences but does it in a distributed manner. A multi-domain 
conference is handled by the servers from the involved domains which each take in charge 
some of the UAs participating to the conference. This allows reducing the strain on the server 
as not all the UAs depend on the same server. This also means not all the data is sent 
through the link between the two domain (which in MONET case is a satellite link), therefore 
reducing the bandwidth consumption. But again, it involves servers (not only conference 
servers but also it requires proxy servers that help connecting the 2 networks). 
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Figure 43: Distributed solution 

 
The above solutions offer several ways to deal with multiple users’ sessions. Especially, the 
multicast conference solution is well suited for a MANET environment, as it removes any 
need for a server, by replacing the data management by a multicast address. This is a simple 
and efficient way to manage a group, and it is very easy to add or remove users to the 
session. The main drawback of this solution is the lack of a way to implement voice pre-
emption. We could consider using multicast to spread the decision of a user to claim the 
priority to the other users, but the potential delay and the possibility of other users taking the 
same decision at around the same time would create too many chances to loose 
synchronization between users.  
 
 

5.2.3 Real-time service architecture 

In this section, we assess the previously proposed solution with the MONET system as a 
reference and give optimal solution given the context. We take the best solutions for each 
discussed topic and match them to MONET requirements. Amongst the criterions that are 
taken into account, we can mention the services to be provided by MONET (especially PTT), 
the MANET context (distributed context, dynamic topology), the size of the network and the 
routing method used in MONET (OLSR). 
 
 

5.2.3.1 Topology 

The proposed architecture does not comply with the “no-server” requirements. First it is very 
difficult to achieve, as fully distributing such a service system on a complex network such as 
MANET generates many technical difficulties, including a large overhead. Secondly, whereas 
distributing is totally compliant with ad hoc networks, one must not forget than MONET is not 
only a MANET but also a satellite system. It ensues that at operational level, it is not really 
possible to go server less, as at least one node must serve as a satellite gateway, thus 
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breaking the paradigm of all nodes being equals. We can then consider a server for real-time 
services, provided that additional mechanisms for the resilience of this server are 
implemented (backup server for quick failure resolving, election process taking into account 
resilience parameters…). 
 
Therefore, referring to the proposed topology models, we can erase the serverless options, 
and choose between a server and a backbone. The backbone solution seems more 
profitable, as a MONET networks is divided in small MANET clusters connected by a 
backbone of satellite gateways. This topology allows solving the scalability problems that 
could emerge on large MONET networks. The diagram below presents the proposed 
architecture: 
 

 
Figure 44: Proposed optimised architecture 

 
Each MANET cluster has a server that stores and advertise services of the nodes in its 
cluster. Servers are elected by the nodes of the relevant cluster. Criterions for this election, 
as previously stated may be the position of the node, its level of energy, and so on. But the 
election mechanism is left out of the scope of this study. 
 
Once a server is elected, the nodes of its cluster have to register to it in order to publish their 
service. They can then request him for the location of other nodes. The server itself has to 
advertise itself to a central server located in the Back Office, also adding it the list of nodes it 
is in charge of. This list will be sent periodically to the Back Office, in order to keep it 
informed about the state of the network. Each node of a cluster must register on its server in 
order to be reached by any other node. Therefore a server only stores the information on its 
own cluster.  
 
In case a node wants to contact another one, it sends an INVITE query to its server. 2 cases 
may happen: 

• If the called node is in the same cluster, the server knows its location (given that it 
has registered) and establish the connection between the 2. 
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• If it is in another cluster, the server must query the central server which possesses 
the locations of every node in the network. The central server contacts the called 
node through its local server and establishes the connection with the caller. 

 

 
Figure 45: Proposed optimised mechanism 

 
If a server is to fail, a new election process is triggered in order to select the new server. 
 
 

5.2.3.2 Multi-user session 

Concerning multi-session, the communication process is a bit more complex. In order to 
maintain a good scalability and to make it simple to implement, the large scale multicast 
conference approach has been selected. In this solution, a simple multicast address is used 
to manage the group. The participants to the communication send their data to this multicast 
address, which is received by all the members of the multicast group. The benefits of this 
solution are numerous: 

• Simple management: there is no need for a server as the management is done by 
communicating the address to whichever node is willing to join. A node willing to join 
the communication simply has to register to the multicast group. Also, as the 
multicast address is not attributed to a single node, it is possible to predefine the 
addresses for the group of communications required at operational level, before the 
deployment of the network. This makes it even easier and simpler to establish group 
communications as the group management does not require auto and reconfiguration 
mechanisms. 

• Bandwidth efficiency: multicast communication is way more efficient than several P2P 
connections for the same group talk, in term of bandwidth. Also, the signalisation 
overhead due to SIP messaging is reduced, as SIP is only used to circulate the 
multicast IP address. 

• No server required: this guarantees that all the nodes participating to the group talk 
have the same responsibilities, and none carry the additional burden of processing 
data for the others. 
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• Scalability: as no server is required, the scalability of this solution is only limited by 
the capacity of the MANET multicast group. Aside of that, there is no problem adding 
many members to a single group. It is also possible to have several groups, or sub 
groups, or having a node belonging to several groups. 

 
There are still a few drawbacks, due to the absence of a server. There is no entity able to 
authenticate the nodes willing to join the multicast group. Furthermore, if the multicast 
address of a particular group is predefined in every node, any node can join the 
communication even if it is not accredited to. A solution would to implement the multicast 
address of a group only into the nodes supposed to be part of this group, but this removes 
any flexibility to include additional nodes that were not planned to be part of the conversation. 
Besides, this is relevant to security problems which are out of the scope of MONET. 
 
Another potential problem is the lack of control on the group. As the management of the 
group is basically reduced to being part of the multicast group, there is no real warning of a 
node joining a group. This is especially the case if the address is given to the nodes 
beforehand, in which case a node willing to join doesn’t a member of the group giving him 
the address. In the same fashion, a node leaving the group does it just by leaving the 
multicast group, and no warning of this is provided to the rest of the group. This is 
troublesome if we want a PTT service providing user information, such as which users 
participate in a group, or if a specific user is available, etc… The solution is to consider a 
cross layer mechanism coupled with the multicast protocol implemented on MONET, which 
allows taking multicast group membership messages into account at the application level. 
For instance, we can consider that a node joining a multicast group for real-time 
communication purposes may multicast a RTCP message containing its information so the 
other members of the group know who it is and its state (available, busy…). It can also be 
the opportunity to add other operational data (GPS information…). Each members should 
periodically multicast update message to the group. In other word, each member maintains a 
table with the other participant’s data, which has a timeout. Once the timeout for a member 
has expired, the said node is supposed out of the group (but it doesn’t necessarily mean that 
it has left the multicast group). A node leaving the group on its own (ie. Not because of a 
failure) multicasts a BYE message indicating the other node to erase its data from their table. 
 

 
Figure 46: Real-time service architecture protocol stack 
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As for PTT communication, another problem occurs. The permission to talk must be granted 
to only one node at a time in order to avoid voice messages to happen at the same time. The 
only way to synchronize this permission to talk while avoiding high latency is to attribute the 
management of this permission to one node within the group. We propose that the first node 
to initialize the group session is given the ability to grant talk permission. A node willing to 
talk has to contact this talk manager node, which will multicast to the group a message 
announcing which node has the permission to talk. The other nodes will then now the 
permission has been granted and that they cannot talk until it has been released. The 
release is announced by the node which finished talking to the talk manager node which then 
sends a release message to all participants. The IMS proposition for Push-to-talk over 
cellular (PoC) advises [19] to use the APP message from RTCP to carry the token of 
permission to talk. 
 
If a node having the permission to talk leaves the group, it can be purposefully, or because it 
fails or gets out of reach. In the first case, the node may warn the group and release the 
token before leaving. In the second case, the leave is unplanned. Therefore we must rely on 
other mechanisms to detect the leave, such as the disappearance of the node from the 
routing table, or a timeout on the possession of the token. After this mechanism is triggered 
the node granted with the token is supposed out of the group and the other nodes may apply 
again for the permission to talk. 
 
 

5.2.3.3 Conclusion 

The above solution answers to the requirements of MONET. It proposes an architecture 
allowing deploying real-time services on a MONET network. The semi-distributed approach 
consisting in establishing a backbone of servers suits the MONET network architecture which 
is composed of several MANET clusters, linked by a satellite backbone. P2P 
communications are ensured by a regular SIP architecture, with a SIP server serving as a 
registrar for only one cluster, thus avoiding scalability problems. Group communications are 
done through multicast, which allows pre-configuration and keeps SIP signalisation overhead 
to a minimum while ensuring maximum scalability. 
 
 

5.3 Real-time service data transport optimization over MONET 
In this section, we study the solutions to enhance the transport of multimedia content over 
MONET network. In MONET, the bandwidth is a scarce resource: it is very versatile in a 
dynamic MANET segment, and costly on the satellite link. The available bandwidth may also 
come to change a lot according to several conditions such as the environmental conditions, 
the network load, and the mobility of the nodes. Therefore mechanisms to help adapting the 
data transport to the current state of the network are a necessity in MONET. In this section 
we study mechanism that can adapt the necessary bit rate to the available bandwidth on the 
network. 
 
 

5.3.1 Data transport 

Typical video streaming system includes broadcaster, repository for storage, streaming 
server and a receiver unit or a client as seen in the next image. 
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Figure 47: Internal Structure for Video Streaming 

 
The objective is to capture video and audio signals from the source of the raw video and 
audio and put these media content into correct form to transmit on IP network. Raw video 
and audio must be compressed before transmission on IP network. This makes data 
transmission effective, but it is also noted that transmission of the packets should be under 
control of the quality of service control. Application layer Quality of Service control tries to 
achieve this task. It includes congestion control and error control techniques for successful 
transmission of the packets on IP networks. Congestion control is used for preventing packet 
loss and reducing the delay. Error control is used for improving video presentation quality, if 
the packet loss is occurred. Forward Error Correction (FEC), retransmission, error-resilient 
encoding and error concealment are some examples of error control mechanism. To 
implement the some methods, continuous media distribution services are necessary. In the 
Internet, IP protocol can successfully try to achieve this task by means of its best-effort 
delivery structure. These services also include network filtering, application-level multicast 
and content replication [23] [24]. 
 
In video streaming technology, streaming servers have one of the most important roles. 
Streaming servers offer quality streaming services, and contain transport protocols, operating 
system and storage system. Although, quality streaming can be successfully achieved by the 
streaming servers, there will be a media synchronization mechanism to put together the 
video and audio. Otherwise, video and audio can not be synchronized at receiver’s media 
playing tools. 
 
As mentioned before, some protocols are needed to regulate the transmission of the packet 
by using one of the lower-layer transport protocols such as User Datagram Protocol-UDP or 
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Transmission Control protocol-TCP, or a higher-level transport protocol such as Real-time 
Transport Protocol-RTP and/or Real Time Control Protocol-RTCP or a session layer protocol 
such as Real Time Streaming Protocol-RTSP. 
 
 

5.3.1.1 RTP 

RTP associated with RTCP protocol (Real-time transport Control protocol), both defined in 
[25] and [26], is used for the data transport in both voice and video applications. In the voice 
applications, after signalling message exchange and encoding, RTP and RTCP are used to 
transport the voice packets. In video applications, the video stream is also encapsulated over 
RTP. 
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Figure 48. Example of MPEG-TS Video encoding over RTP 

 
RTP provides end-to-end network transport functions suitable for applications transmitting 
real-time data, such as audio, video or simulation data, over multicast or unicast network 
services. RTP does not address resource reservation or multiplexing and does not guarantee 
quality-of-service for real-time services, but relies on lower-layer services (for instance UDP) 
to do so. It also requires the use of a signalling protocol to set up the connection and 
negotiate the media format that will be used. RTP does not guarantee delivery or prevent 
out-of-order delivery, and does not assume that the underlying network is reliable and 
delivers packets in sequence.  
 
RTP makes use of an associated control protocol (RTCP) which provides quality of service 
monitoring (for instance performance information such as jitter) and information used to 
synchronize multiple RTP streams. RTCP is based on the periodic transmission of control 
packets to all participants in the session, using the same distribution mechanism as the data 
packets. If RTP is used in an IP multicast environment RTCP is mandatory. 
 
As mentioned before, applications typically run RTP on top of UDP to make use of its 
multiplexing and checksum services. However, RTP and RTCP are designed to be 
independent of the signalling protocol, encoding schemes, transport protocols and network 
layers implemented.  
 
The RTP header (12 bytes) provides information on its payload types, sequencing and time 
stamping among other parameters (see Figure 49) 
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Figure 49: RTP packet structure 

 
The most relevant fields of the RTP header are explained below: 

• Sequence Number: each packet contains a 16 bit sequence number. It increments 

by one for each RTP data packet send and may be used by the receiver to detect 

packet loss and to restore packet sequence (RTP does not provide error correction). 

The initial value of the sequence number is random (unpredictable) to make known 

plaintext attacks on encryption more difficult. It wraps around zero when the limit is 

reached. 

• Timestamp: each packet includes a 32 bits timestamp to reflect the sampling instant 

of the first octet in the RTP data packet. The sampling instant must be derived from a 

clock that increments monotonically and linearly in time to allow synchronization and 

jitter calculations. It is used to determine playout order. The clock frequency is 

dependant on the format of data carried. Therefore, the resolution of the clock must 

be sufficient for the desired synchronization accuracy and for measuring packet 

arrival jitter (one tick per video frame is typically not sufficient). 

• Synchronization source (SSRC) identifier: each packet carries a 32 bit 

synchronization source. It is randomly chosen at start-up with collision detection. It 

provides a transport layer independent identifier (supports gateways, IPv4, IPv6, 

ATM) 

• CC and Contribution source (CSRC) identifiers: each packet may include a list of 

contributing sources. Il allows data from up to 16 sources to be identified. Each 

CSRC is the SSRC of a mixed participant. It allows RTP to support mixers and 

translators 

• PT (Payload Type): each packet carries a 7 bit payload type field. It is mapped to a 

payload format during session set-up. It allows flexible signalling of codec type and 

parameters. This mapping can be static if the profile allows it. 

For our codec optimization mechanism, the identification of the codec through the PT field is 
of crucial importance, thus we will further describe this identifier. The following table defines 
the possible PT values and the codec represented as well as the associated clock rate and 
reference RFC. 
 

RTP 
Header 
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PT Name Type
Clock rate 

(Hz)

Audio 

channels
References Description

0 PCMU Audio 8000 1 RFC 3551 ITU G.711 PCM µ-Law audio 64 kbit/s

1 1016 Audio 8000 1 RFC 3551 CELP Audi 4.8 kbit/s

2 G721 Audio 8000 1 RFC 3551 ITU G.721 ADPCM Audio 32 kbit/s

3 GSM Audio 8000 1 RFC 3551 European GSM Audio 13 kbit/s

4 G723 Audio 8000 1

5 DVI4 Audio 8000 1 RFC 3551 DVI ADPCM Audio 32kbit/s

6 DVI4 Audio 16000 1 RFC 3551 DVI ADPCM Audio 64kbit/s

7 LPC Audio 8000 1 RFC 3551 Experimental LPC Audio

8 PCMA Audio 8000 1 RFC 3551 ITU G.711 PCM A-Law audio 64 kbit/s

9 G722 Audio 8000 1 RFC 3551 ITU G.722 Audio

10 L16 Audio 44100 2 RFC 3551 Linear 16 bit Audio 705,6 kbit/s

11 L16 Audio 44100 1 RFC 3551 Linear 16 bit Stereo Audio 1411.2 kbit/s

12 QCELP Audio 8000 1

13 CN Audio 8000 1 RFC 3389

14 MPA Audio 90000 RFC 3551 MPEG-I ou MPEG-II Audio

15 G728 Audio 8000 1 RFC 3551 ITU G.728 Audio 16kbit/s

16 DVI4 Audio 11025 1

17 DVI4 Audio 22050 1

18 G729 Audio 8000 1

19 reserved Audio

20 - 24

25 CellB Video 90000 RFC 2029 CelB Video

26 JPEG Video 90000 RFC 2435 JBEG Video

27

28 nv Video 90000 RFC 3551 Nv Video

29 - 30

31 H261 Video 90000 RFC 2032 ITU H.261 Video

32 MPV Video 90000 RFC 2250 MPEG-I et MPEG-II Video

33 MP2T Audio/Video 90000 RFC 2250 MPEG-II transport stream Video

34 H263 Video 90000

35 - 71

72 - 76 reserved RFC 3550

77 - 95

96 - 127 dynamic RFC 3551

dynamic GSM-HR Audio 8000 1

dynamic GSM-EFR Audio 8000 1

dynamic L8 Audio variable variable

dynamic RED Audio

dynamic VDVI Audio variable 1

dynamic BT656 Video 90000

dynamic H263-1998 Video 90000

dynamic MP1S Video 90000

dynamic MP2P Video 90000

dynamic BMPEG Video 90000  
Figure 50. RTP payload type values 

 
This table defines a set of standard encodings and their payload types when used within 
RTP. Other encodings and their payload types are to be registered with the Internet 
Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA). When registering a new encoding/payload type, the 
following information should be provided: 

• Name and description of the encoding, in particular the RTP timestamp clock rate, the 
names defined here are 3 or 4 characters long to allow a compact representation if 
needed. 

• Indication of who has change control of the encoding (for example ISO, ITU, …) 

• Any operating parameters or profiles 

• A reference to a further description for instance a RFC, public paper, manual… 

• Contact information (for proprietary encodings) 

• The payload type value for this profile 
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Note that not all encodings to be used by RTP need to be assigned a static payload type.  
The available payload type space is relatively small. Thus new static payload types are 
assigned only if it is of interest for the large Internet community. 
 
From the table we can see the usage of several audio and video codecs. The next table 
summarizes the average data rate for some of the used codecs.  
 

PT Name Type
Clock rate 

(Hz)
Average Data rate

0 PCMU Audio 8000 64 kbit/sec

3 GSM Audio 8000 4.8 kbit/sec

9 G.722 Audio 8000 48 to 64 kbit/sec

14 MPEG Audio Audio 90000
MPEG 1 & MPEG 2: 

32 to 448 kbit/sec

15 G.728 Audio 8000 16 kbit/sec

26 JPEG Video 90000

31 H261 Video 90000 Multiple of 64 kbit/sec

32 MPEG1 Video Video 90000 1.5 to 1.8 Mbit/sec

33 MP2T Audio/Video 90000

Video (DVD): 4 to 9,8 Mbit/sec

Audio (DD): 32 to 448 kbit/sec

Audio (DTS): 754 to 1510 kbit/sec  
Figure 51: Examples on RTP payload types, associated codec, type of flow and average data 

rate 

 
 

5.3.1.2 MPEG-TS  

Since it was mentioned in §3.3 of the D3.1 MONET Architectural Design report, we would 
like to do a particular focus on MPEG TS scenario. As gathered in Figure 50 and Figure 51 
MPEG2-TS stream is considered on RTP payload types under the MP2T type (value 33). 
MPEG-TS format is by large the more complex scenario since by definition one transport 
stream can contain multiple streams of audio and/or video and/or data. 
 
A MPEG-2 Transport Stream, also referred to as MPEG or MPEG-2 TS or simply TS, is a 
special format for transmission and storage of MPEG (MPEG-1, MPEG-2, or MPEG-4) video 
muxed with other streams (audio and/or data). It was originally designed for broadcast 
systems such as DVB or ATSC but later it was adapted for usage with digital video cameras, 
recorders and players. The adaptation consisted in the addition of a 4-byte timecode (TC) to 

standard 188-byte packets, which resulted in a 192-byte packet. This is what is informally called 
M2TS stream. The timecode allows quick access to any part of the stream and is also used 
to synchronize video streams from several cameras in a multi-camera shoot. Nowadays 
MPEG TS is commonly used for digital television and streaming across networks, including 
the internet. 
 
Transport Stream is specified in MPEG-2 Part 1, Systems [32] (formally known as ISO/IEC 
standard 13818-1 or ITU-T Rec. H.222.0) It defines a container format encapsulating 
Packetized Elementary Streams (PES), with error correction and stream synchronization 
features for maintaining transmission integrity when the signal is degraded. Transport 
Streams differ from the similarly named Program Streams in several important ways: 
Program Streams, also called PS, are designed for reasonably reliable media, such as discs 
(like DVDs), while TS is designed for less reliable transmission, namely terrestrial or satellite 
broadcast. Further, a Transport Stream may carry multiple Program Streams.  
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Since most applications designed to open MPEG-2 files expect the standard information from 
a Program Stream, it's often necessary to re-package the elementary streams in that format 
before working with them on your computer. 
 

 
Figure 52: An MPEG-2 Transport Stream multiplexing video, audio and program information 

 

There are two major variants of MPEG-2 TS: 

• MPTS (Multiple Program Transport Stream):  when multiple programs, which are sets 
of video and other Elementary Streams intended to play together, are mixed into the 
TS. This is generally used for more traditional broadcasting like DVB or over the air 
HDTV. After the decoder receives the TS it can decodes only the streams for the 
program it's playing, and ignore streams for other programs.  

• SPTS (Single Program Transport Stream): when only a single program is mixed into 
a TS. SPTS streams generally serve two purposes: 

o When the program to be decoded is known in advance, like with streaming 

across the internet, it doesn't make sense to waste bandwidth transmitting 

streams that won't ever be decoded, but preserving timing information is 

still essential. An SPTS solves both problems. 

o The other common use for SPTS streams is for stream Capture. Capture 

devices that simply copy MPEG-2 streams as they're broadcast use SPTS 

streams because that's what they're capturing. Since only one program will 

be captured at a time, that's what the resulting MPEG file will contain.  

 
There are two methods currently utilized for the carriage of MPEG-2 TS over IP:  

• The first simply selects a number of TS packets and carries them as the payload of 
the UDP datagram. Ethernet based networks have a Maximum Transmission Unit 
(MTU) of 1500 bytes, so this corresponds to 1500/192≈7 packets.  

• The second method specified by the IETF in [28] and by the DVB-IPI group in [38], 
uses RTP to carry MPEG-2 TS packets. In this case, the RTP payload again carries 
an integral number of TS packets, also 7 for Ethernet based networks. Interestingly, 
DVB specifically warns users not to make use of the direct UDP transport method, even 
though the RTP method has an extra level of packetization with some redundant 
information. 

 
Section 2 in RFC 2250 defines how to encapsulate MPEG2 transport stream into RTP packet 
format. RFC2250 defines the base frequency for MPEG2 transport stream to be 90KHz. 
While this base clock is proper for an MPEG SPTS, it loses the precision for MPEG MPTS. 
Thus, a new dynamic payload type (value 96) has been defined in RFC 2026 for RTP that 
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transports MPEG MPTS. This new PT extends the base clock frequency for the timestamps 
to 27MHz. 90KHz is used in the payload type of 33. 

 

In both of these methods, sequential TS packets are carried in the payload without any 
specific knowledge about the content of the packets. This has implications for the 
consequences of packet loss and for the codec adaptation we target in MONET. 

 

When dealing with packet losses, the RTP packetization allows mapping of MPEG2 or 
MPEG4 video units (for instance NAL when dealing with MPEG4) to RTP packets which is 
not the case in MPEG TS. Therefore, a RTP lost packet usually corresponds to a video 
portion while in the TS case, the lost TS might contain payload belonging to more than one 
PES packet and thus more than one video units. 
In the audio case, the inability to interleave audio frames in TS packets means that packet 
loss is perceptually more disturbing. 

 

We have also compared the packetization overhead of the various transport schemes. Next 
tables summarize the header size for each scheme as well as its percentage over payload. 
 

 

Figure 53: Header size for various packetization methods 

 

 

Figure 54: Header size as a percentage of payload for video and audio for each of the transport 
methods. 

 
Thus, header size in the case of transmission of audio and video over native RTP is 
significantly reduced compared to the case of TS/UDP/IP or TS/RTP/UDP/IP. 
 
When dealing with applications, the possibility to serve independent streams over RTP might 
be preferred than multiplexing them over the same TS. For instance, if we want to degrade 
the stream application because the MONET network is saturated, we might request to stop 
the audio while maintaining the video flow. Acting over these streams is easy if they are 
separated, otherwise we will need to demultiplex the full TS frame. 
 
MPEG-2 TS is a unidirectional stream. There is no feedback to the server about packet loss, 
network jitter, and round trip latency. Our target in MONET is to use these statistics to allow 
the server to detect client status, as well as adjust streaming parameters. For example, the 
server can reduce the video bit rate or drop audio if too many packets are lost. When 
coupled with RTP, the RTCP reports make this information available for RTP/UDP/IP. This 
is, of course, not available for TS/UDP/IP.  
 

Another advantage of native RTP is the ability of the network to provide stream-based 
prioritized delivery. For example, when the network is congested, it is possible to deliver 
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different RTP streams with different priorities and thus ensure an overall better client 
experience. 
 
After analysing the overhead consumption, the resilience to errors while 
broadcasting, the networking usage and the application suitability, it remains clear 
that using single RTP is much interesting than adding TS to the protocol stack. 
Therefore, within the MONET context, we recommend using directly MPEG over RTP 
instead over TS/RTP. 
 
 

5.3.2 Options for media transport optimization 

There have been several studies carried out in the past years dealing with optimization 
mechanisms for video transmission over star topology networks but also over ad hoc 
systems. The identified mechanisms can be presented based on the layered network 
architecture: 

1. Mechanisms in application layer aim to provide network-adaptive video coding. 
Some technologies include scalable video coding, adaptive codecs and adaptive 
applications. 

2. Methods in transport layer return network conditions (described by available 
bandwidth, packet loss rate and delay) can help coding algorithm determine network 
environment so as to perform effective control. Real-time streaming transmission 
protocols such as RTP/RTCP can record, calculate and return network condition 
information. 

3. Strategies in data link layer perform error control and frame scheduling. This 
includes QoS guarantee for multimedia services over ad hoc networks. 

4. Network-layer mechanisms dealing with efficient routing algorithms for the best 
path selection (path quality determined on the base of lifetime, packet loss rate, 
remaining bandwidth, delay and reliability). 

 
Besides these layered optimization mechanisms that lead to simple independent 
implementation additional cross-layer mechanisms can be proposed. Under adverse 
conditions, ad hoc stations need to optimally adapt their video coding and transmission 
strategies jointly across the protocol stack in order to guarantee a predetermined quality at 
the receiver [34]. 
 
In the following section, we will address optimizations on the network-adaptive video coding 
solutions and the role of cross-layer mechanisms on one hand, and on an adapted session 
management mechanism on the other hand. 
 
 

5.3.3 Codec optimization 

Since wireless channel and network topology vary frequently, it is necessary to provide 
adaptive video coding and transmission to adjust mechanisms according to MONET network 
conditions. 
 
In practical situation, this means that during saturation events, more compressive codecs 
would be applied in order to reduce the data rate generated. We could even imagine that 
during videoconferencing, this adaptation would go until stopping the video streaming and 
keeping only the voice flow that is much lighter. In this case, the communication will go on in 
degraded mode even if the available resources have been significantly decreased. On the 
other hand, if no codec adaptation is applied, the situation would certainly lead to a service 
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disruption since the application will not dispose of the minimum required bandwidth. 
Therefore, this optimization could not only improve the usage of the available throughput, but 
also increase the availability of the communication services. 
 
From the previous section it has been obvious that even if reflected at RTP level, the usage 
of a particular codec for the transmitted audio/video flow is application dependant. RTP PT 
field is not a field that can be changed by a network script, if the codec is to be changed, the 
full stream must be recoded by the sending application. For this reason it will be very difficult 
to provide a codec optimization mechanism that is fully application neutral. 
 
Four major approaches can then be foreseen to address the question of the codec 
optimization: 

1- External adaptation involving cross-layer information and the source application 

2- Intra application adaptation: 

a. Definition of an auto-adaptive codec. This means, a codec that is able to 

regulate itself (sampling rate,…) depending on the available network 

resources. This has been done in the Skype application for the voice 

communications. 

b. Usage of adaptive applications 

c. Smooth Adaptive Streaming 

We present these possible solutions in the coming paragraphs 
 
 

5.3.3.1 Solution A: External adaptation involving cross-layer mechanisms 

and the source application 

This solution deals with existing audio/video streaming applications (for instance: VLC [39] 
and Mplayer [40]) and considers that the adaptation is lead by an external module 
(Adaptation Module) that can decide whether or not to change the used audio and video 
codec or suppress part of the stream provided it can be informed when there is a network 
congestion (for example though cross-layer mechanisms). This module needs to decide on 
the codec changing strategy based on its knowledge of the current transmission status and 
on the network available resources. 
 
The next graph summarizes the working principle for this solution: 
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Figure 55: Solution A working principle on closed loop 

 
We see below the example of script to be generated by the Adaptive Module. We take as 
example the VLC application as the source application for the stream flow. The validation of 
the usage of these scripts will be done during the laboratory testing phase in order to study if 
the change on the codec implies an increased delay or a service disruption. 
 
Video LAN – VLC 

- Modification of the used codec: 

In order to change the video codec applied, we will need to change the name associated to 
the following commands 

Command Meaning Possible values 

vcodec=... Video 

mp1v (Recommended value for portability), mp2v, mp4v, SVQ1, 

SVQ3, DVDv, WMV1, WMV2, WMV3, DVSD, MJPG, H263, h264, 

theo, IV20, IV40, RV10, cvid, VP31, FLV1, CYUV, HFYU, MSVC, 

MRLE, AASC FLIC, QPEG VP8  

acodec=... Audio 
mpga (Recommended value for portability), mp3, mp4a, a52, 

vorb, spx, flac or fl32 

mux=... Multiplex 

mpeg1 (Recommended value for portability. Only works with 

mp1v video and mpga audio but works on all known players), 

ts, ps, mp4, avi, asf, dummy, ogg 

 
In the VLC case, we propose to change the codec at the server side, the client automatically 
detects the codec of the received stream and applies the right decoder. 
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For instance: 
# stream video and audio 

# On server: 

set VLC="C:\Program Files\VideoLAN\VLC\vlc.exe" 

 

vlc –vvv "/home/user/test_film.avi" 

:sout=#transcode{vcodec=mp4v,vb=800,scale=1,acodec=mp4a,ab=128,chann

els=2}:duplicate{dst=rtp{dst=192.168.0.12,mux=mov,port=1234,port-

audio=1234,port-video=1234}} 

# On client: 

rtp://@192.168.0.12:1234 

 

- Suppression of one stream (audio or video) 

# stream video or audio (one of them) 

# just audio 

vlc --daemon --ttl 7 --ipv4  "/home/user/song.mp3" 

:sout='#transcode{acodec=mp3,ab-

128}:std{access=mmsh,mux=asfh,dst=:3333}' :no-sout-rtp-sap :no-sout-

standard-sap :sout-keep 

 

# just video 

vlc --daemon --ttl 7 --ipv4  v4l2:///dev/video0  :v4l2-standard=0 

:input-slave=alsa:// 

:sout='#transcode{vcodec=div3,vb=2000,scale=1,acodec=none}:std{acces

s=mmsh,mux=asfh,dst=:3333}' :no-sout-rtp-sap :no-sout-standard-sap 

:sout-keep 

 
 

5.3.3.2 Solution B: internal adaptation though auto-adaptive codec 

The second possibility is to define an audio and video codec that is capable of regulating its 
compression rate (and associated data rate) depending on the available network resources. 
This intra-application solution is based on the example of the SILKTM audio codec developed 
by Skype to ensure highest quality on the Skype-to-Skype calls in all conditions. This codec 
adapts its audio sampling frequency to the available capacity of the channel on a per frame 
basis which allows support for congestion control and network load management. 
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Figure 56: Skype SILK

TM
 audio codec performances 

 
Obviously, the SILKTM codec has been developed to be used with the Skype application; 
however the source code of the SILKTM is public and foresees usage of RTP protocol. 
Therefore, it could be envisaged to adapt the codec to the selected application for the 
MONET real-time services. The work to do this adaptation will require too much effort and is 
out of the scope of the MONET optimization phase. No further analysis on this topic will be 
provided. 
 
 

5.3.3.3  Solution C: Usage of adaptive applications 

This third solution is close to solution B since it considers that the adaptation occurs 
internally to the application. However, in this case, the application monitors the transmission 
and depending on the signalling received decides to change not only the compression and 
sampling rate but if required it can also select a different codec and data rate. 
 
 

5.3.3.4 Solution D: Smooth Adaptive Streaming 

This solution developed by Move Networks consists on the real-time encoding of the video 
and audio flow in several formats and codecs. This content is buffered at the server side and 
when the streaming server requests the content a continuous monitoring of the network 
resources is performed. When the client link is degraded, the flow that is sent is degraded 
from one pre-encoded content to a more compressed one. 
 
This mechanism is particularly suited for the large broadcast of one content but requires 
significant processing and storage resources at the server side. It might not be the most 
suitable approach for light infrastructure networks such as MONET. 
 
This technology has been applied for the retransmission of the Roland Garros tennis 
tournament. The process is explained in the next graph. 
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Figure 57: Smooth Adaptative Streaming 

 
 

5.3.4 Conclusion 

This section studied several solutions to optimize multimedia content transport over MONET. 
Optimizations can be done at several levels, whether it is about modifying the codec, or 
using cross layer mechanisms that use information available at routing level in order to get a 
feedback on the quality of the link. Several propositions have then been made to enhance 
the behaviour of the codec, and adapt it to the available bandwidth. Potential enhancements 
for this study may be to push further the most promising solution and to derive meaningful 
result in order to assess the validity of the proposed solution. 
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6 Optimisation studies overall consistency & selection 

In this section we review the studies that have been led in each of WP4’s three parts, and try 
to assess their compliance within MONET scope. The optimisations proposed in WP4 are 
indeed aimed to add features or enhance existing parts of the system along directions 
identified as priorities. They have been led while keeping in mind the global architecture of 
MONET, but also in parallel. It is thus expected that some of them may be incompatible with 
the others. The goal of this section is then to assess the potential obstacles in the 
implementation of these studies as a prerequisite for the selection of the actual optimisations 
to be integrated in the prototype. Below is a list of the studies, and the number they will be 
referred to in the following section. 
 
System optimisations (WP4.1) 
1.1 End-to-end Fault tolerant routing 
1.2 Load balancing 
1.3 Relative and guaranteed QoS in MONET 
1.4 Real-Time services optimisation 
 
Satellite optimisations (WP4.2) 
2.1 Satellite Access Point Handover for Multicast 
2.2 Resource Management with ACM 
2.3 Bandwidth Management Modelling and Algorithms that Adapt to Link and Traffic 
Conditions and Cross-layer optimization 
 
MANET optimisations (WP4.3) 
3.1 Multi-Interface Multi-Channel Routing (MIMC AOMDV) 
3.2 Geo-based and energy aware routing for the MANET segment (OLSR) 
3.3 Satlink based routing for the MANET segment (OLSR) 
3.4 Fault tolerant and energy aware routing for the MANET segment (Q-routing) 
3.5 Cooperative K-Anypath routing for the MANET segment 
3.6 Joint network coding algorithm. 
 
 

6.1 Routing protocols consistency 
The topic with most potential problems is the routing one. Several approaches are proposed 
for this topic, each answering to a particular requirement of MONET: Q-routing aims to be 
fault-tolerant, whereas multiple modifications on OLSR are proposed in order to take into 
account multicast, node energy level, geo-positioning, and so on.  
 
Therefore it seems that OLSR and Q-routing are incompatible. Q-routing offers fault-
tolerance, which is one of MONET requirements. Study 1.1 compares Q-routing with OLSR 
and results show that Q-routing offers a slightly better overall throughput as well as a better 
resilience to satellite gateway handovers. But the possibilities brought by OLSR are more 
important (proactiveness, and the easiness to add metrics based on geographical positions, 
energy and satlink information as well as network coding. Furthermore, it is a protocol that is 
being heavily developed under a standardization group, i.e. IETF which makes it important to 
ensure compliance and ease of adoption when MONET starts to be considered by end-
users). Moreover, OLSR has been identified as a potential solution for routing in MONET 
since earlier steps [RD05] and is more integrated in the design process.  Therefore OLSR 
will be considered as the chosen solution for routing in the rest of the project. 
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Several optimisations that use OLSR have been proposed. It is necessary to ensure they are 
not incompatible, and if relevant, which one is more suited to be part of MONET. 
Studies making a reference to OLSR are the following: 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, and 3.2, 3.3 and 3.6. 
Some studies, like 1.2, take OLSR as the standard routing protocol into account. In order to 
balance the repartition of nodes between several gateways, a correction value is added to 
the routing table for each path, which modifies the value of these paths. The OLSR protocol 
itself is not modified, as the correction value computation is done by a parallel algorithm. The 
correction value only favours a gateway against another and should be perfectly compatible 
with any other routing metric extension of OLSR. Others, such as 2.1 study on Multicast 
Satellite handover in D4.2 [RD07] and 3.2 and 3.3 in D4.3 propose to modify the existing 
messages by adding link status and type information in the reserved bits of said messages or 
modifying Topology Control messages. All these modifications may interfere with other 
routing extensions. Therefore, during the development stages of MONET (WP5) it is 
extremely important to ensure that all the modifications proposed are compatible with current 
and proposed routing extensions. This analysis is ongoing but has made an important 
advance in project Milestone 5 – Optimized Hybrid Network where a selection of algorithms 
to undergo implementation was carried out. 
 

 
Figure 58. OLSR Hello message structure 

 

 
Figure 59. OLSR TC message structure 

 
 

6.2 Optimisations selection 
The process of selecting which optimization studies to implement for laboratory and field 
testing using real ad-hoc nodes was carried out at the level of the complete MONET system, 
during Milestone 5 – Optimized Hybrid Network which had precisely this purpose. In order to 
achieve this selection a number of criteria had to be defined.  
 
The criteria for selection of which optimization studies to implement were completely defined 
by the consortium based on three main issues. The consortium agreed to apply the following: 

• Scalability of algorithm (based on qualitative analysis as a minimum); 
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• Feasibility of algorithm and capability to port algorithm to HW platform (i.e. ease of 
implementation); 

• Relation to the requirements of D2.3 through correspondences made using the 
traceability matrix. 

 
The first criterion, Scalability, is important in the sense that it will enable the consortium and 
the end-users who witness the testing to assess the capability of the proposed MONET 
algorithms to face a significant increase in the number of nodes and potentially indicate the 
lifetime and growth potential of a MONET network when adopted by public safety users. Of 
course, scalability is difficult to assess quantitatively given the variability of the true life 
conditions which cannot be easily transferred to scenarios and the numerous topologies and 
particularities of each type of end-user. Hence, it was decided to consider mostly a 
qualitative measure of scalability (each algorithm should present its own considerations on 
scalability in the corresponding document – D4.1, D4.2 and D4.3 depending on the case). 
 
The feasibility of the algorithms or ease of implementation is directly related to the reality of 
the project and the world. As established in the proposal, MONET aims at demonstrating 
innovative capabilities for a hybrid network using existing MANET nodes developed by the 
coordinator, greatly reducing the costs of implementation, demonstration and enabling the 
end-users to truly see the results in the field as opposed to just simulations. Therefore, it is 
extremely important and perhaps this is the most important criterion, that the selected 
algorithms can indeed be implemented and ported to the MANET nodes that will serve as 
basis for MONET using the foreseen effort and not requiring the total development of new 
nodes from scratch. In practical terms for example, this means that algorithms developed 
using or based on OLSR will be preferred since this is the routing protocol implemented in 
the nodes and besides it is seriously considered by the IETF as one of two possible choices 
for ad-hoc networking routing (OLSR as the proactive approach and DYMO as the reactive 
one). A more in-depth discussion of these aspects will be reported upon in D5.1. 
 
Finally, of equal importance to the above criteria, is the importance of each algorithm and 
optimization towards fulfilling the requirements of the end-users. MONET will only be 
successful as a fully usable and adopted system if it is able to fulfil user needs. In order to 
ensure this important impact (adoption by end-users), it is mandatory to ensure that the 
algorithms chosen for implementation can be related and traced back to the requirements 
traceability matrix of D2.3. 
 
Another important aspect to bear in mind is the fact that the chosen optimizations should try 
to be coherent with the work defined for WP5 under the grant agreement (unless simulation 
results show otherwise). After the selection of algorithms to implement, it is important to 
establish baselines (requirements and performance) for the optimization studies 
implementation. The consortium has agreed on the following: 

• Use of OLSR V2 as basis for implementation seeing that this is the proactive routing 
protocol version being pursued by IETF and therefore likely to be adopted on a wide 
basis; 

• Consideration for CPU / Memory constraints of current MONET Radios 
 
The implementation of algorithms only for the MANET segment versus implementation also 
of aspects for system level was discussed at length by the consortium. It was decided that 
probably some implementations can be done at system level (the final list will be in D5.1): 

• Routing extension to the system level through a routing selector which can be based 
on the work already performed by CRAT on the MANET Q-routing. 

• Resource management procedure – namely a scheduling procedure. 
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• Consideration for the development of a PTT application to demonstrate voice 
communications. 

 
Regarding the implementation of optimization study algorithms for the MONET testing and 
field test, the following have been put forward (the final list will be in D5.1): 

• QoS Scheduling at IP level; 

• Routing supervisor; 

• Anycast extension to OLSR V2 

• Network coding depending on CPU requests 

• Geographical based routing; 

• Energy aware routing; 

• Satlink based routing; 

• Cross layer exchange mechanism; 

• Satellite terminal control mechanism; 

• PTT application; 
The following table provides a summary of the analysis carried out during this selection 
procedure. 
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7 Conclusion  

In this document we presented several solutions to optimize MONET. Whether they enhance 
the network performances or add new features, the studies went under testing in order to 
make sure they answer MONET requirements and they bring appropriate solutions to the 
problematic. The studies presented in this document were focused on the system level, 
addressing problems from an end-to-end point of view. They were matched and compared 
with the segment-specific led in parallel in the other sub-WPs. The results of this analysis 
allowed selecting the optimisations that are the most fitted for implementation. These 
features will be part of the prototype as the outcome of WP5. 
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